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ABSTRACT

A finite element computer program, developed, for the linear

static analysis of one, two, and three dimensional structures,

is briefly described. The program contains several new elements

which are especially suitable for use in the analysis of box

girder bridges. Details of these elements are iven. Model test

results are used as a basis for demonstrating the accuracy and

efficiency of the elements.

Two parametric studies which were carried out using the

program are reported. The first study was concerned with the

effect of plan dimensions, cross—sectional properties, support

condition, and type of load on shear lag action in steel box

girder bridges. The second study was concerned with the effect

of tie transverse distribution of shear connectors on the

'ionitudiral bning behaviour of simply evpport% composite box

girder bridges. The results of these studies are used as a

basis for the formulation of design rules.
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NOTATION

total cross—sectional area of a flange plate and. the

associated. longitudinal stiffeners

total cross—sectional area of web plates at a section

of a bridge

cross—sectional area of a stiffener

dimensions of an element in the x and. y directions,

respectively

B	 half the distance between web centre lines or the

distance between a web centre line and the free edge

of a flange at the level of the mid—plane of the flange

under consideration

breadth of a stiffener

matrix relating {i} to (ci}

elastic constant of the k th layer of a laminated.

element.

B
S

[C]

ij

o ,cxy

C

Cl

[D]

D

D
B

D ,Dxy

D
xy

E

extensional rigidities of a plate in the x and. y

directions, respectively

shear rigidity of a plate

coupling rigidity associated with C, and. C7

rigidity matrix

depth of a box girder

depth of a stiffener

flexu.ral rigidities of a plate in the x and. y directions,

respectively

twisting rigidity of a plate

coupling rigidity associated. with 	 and

modulus of elasticity in tension and. compression for an

isotropic material
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K

Ka

K

[kJ

Ic

F

I

L
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moduli of elasticity in tension and compression for

an orthotropio material in the x and. y directions,

respectively

force in a shear connector

total longitudinal shear force in a transverse row of

ahar conneotora of a composite girder assuming

complete interaction

modulus of elasticity in shear

distance from the reference plane of a laminated, element

to the outer surface of the k th layer of the element

second moment of area

second moment of area of a unit wid,th of composite

plate with respect to the neutral axis of the plate

(steel units)

second. moment of area of a stiffener with respect to

the neutral axis of a stiffener-flange plate assembly

determinant of a Jacobian matrix

elastic stiffness of a support

slip modulus of a shear connector

total slip modulus of a row of shear connectors

element stiffness matrix

generalized coordinate element stiffness matrix

non-dimensional factor depending on DJB 8 ; slip modulus

of a shear connexion per unit length of a composite

girder

length of a girder; distance between adjacent points

at which the bending moment is zero

length of a uniformly di stribu'ted load

longitudinal bending moment
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bending momenta per unit length of sections of a plate
perpendicular to the x and. y axes, respectively

twisting moment per unit length of section of a plate
perpendicular to the x axis

m	 modular ratio EJE

normal forces per unit length of seotiona of a plate

perpendicular to the x and. y axes, respectively

shearing force in the direction of the y axis per unit

length of section of a plate perpendicular to the x

axis

n	 number of longitudinal mesh d.ivisiono; number of layers

in a laminated element

u;v;w

u,v,w

magnitude of a point løad.

matrix relating {} to Ccx}

elastic properties of a lamiated element

spacing of s-tiffeners

element stress matrix

thickness of a plate

thickness of a flange plate

thickness of a web plate

components of displacement in x and y directions,

respectively, of a point at a distance z from the

reference plane of a laminated element

components of displacement in the X,Y,and. Z directions,

respectively

components of displacement in the x, y, and. z directions,

respectively

deflexion due to the bending component of a load
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x,1,z
	

rectangular cartesian global coordinates (right—

handed system of coordinates)

x,y,z	 rectangular cartesian local coordinates (right—

handed system of coordinates)

Z	 distance from the middle plane of a flange plat to

the neutral axis of a stiffener—flange plate assembly

{a}	 vector of . coefficients

a	 ratio of the cross—sectional area of the longitudinal

s-tiffeners within a breadth B of flange to the cross—

sectional area of the associated, flange plate within

the same breadth

a1

B

Yxy

{6}

Cc)

C C
x,y

V

displacement function coefficient

non—dimensional factor 2AJA

non—dimensional' factor F KrJFTC K0

shearing component of strain in the xy—plane

vector of nodal parameters

strain vector

normal components of strain in• the x .and. y direo'tione,

respectively

components of rotation about the x,	 and z axes,

respectively (positive direction determined by right—

hand screw rule)

Poisson's ratio for an isotropic material

Vxy ratio for induced strain in the y direction

due to a strain in the x direction for an orthotropio

material

"yx Poisson's ratio for induced strain in the x direction

due 'to a strain in the y direction for an orthotropio

material

generalized cartesian coordinates
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{a]	 vector of stress resultants and. stress couples

(13	bending stress

d.istortional bending stress

d.istortional warping stress

normal components of stress parallel to the x and. y

axes, respectively

shearing stress

shearing component of stress in the xy—plane

effective breadth ratio

Superscripis

BEF	 solution by beam on elastic foundation analogy

c	 reference to concrete slab

ETB	 solution by elementary theory of bending

FE	 solution by finite element method.

k	 k th layer of a laminated element

P	 point load condition

a	 reference to steel plate

U	 uniform load condition

Subscripts

C	 complete interaction condition

o	 property of concrete

I	 incomplete interaction condition

i	 i th nodal point of an element

i,j	 i th row and. j th column of a matrix

a	 property of steel
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CHAPTER 1.

GEPERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTORY REIIARKS

In recent years there has been an increasing tendency for

designers to adopt box girder construction for medium and long

span bridges. This trend has been primarily duo to the economic,

functional, and. aesthetic advantages of the box girder bridge

over other types of bridge, coupled with the development of a

wider understanding of the behaviour of this structural form.

Box girder bridges have been analysed using techniques based.

on orthotropio plate theory,t	 the grillage analogy,(2) thin—

walled, beam	 fclded. plate theory,(67) the finite

strip method.,(8) and. the finite element	 Of these

approaches, the finite element method has proved to be the most

versatile and. effective. It requires a minimum of simplifyiiig

assumptions in the idealization of the bridge and can be readily

used for bridges having such features as curved boundaries,

irregularly—spaced column supports, and. complex variations in

material properties. For these reasons, the finite element method

has been employed exclusively for the work described in this thesis.

The basic theory of the finite element method and. the applica-

tion thereof to the analysis of structures is now well established.,

especially in the case of static linear behaviour. However, s&ne

detailed development of the method. is still required in respect of

this behaviour for certain otructural types. For example, in the
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case of some box girder bridges, existing elements may not be

able to represent the structural behaviour efficiently or may

not permit a uffioiently refined idealization of the structure.

Accordingly, part of the work described in this thesis has been

concerned with the development and. testing of elements that are

especially applicable to box girder bridges. These elements

have been incorporated into a general purpose finite element

program which was developed jointly by Lim 	 and the writer.

In the early design stages of a bridge structure it is

not prac.icable to analy8e all the possible struetural yterue and

simple design procedures must be used to identify those systems

which warrant a detailed investigation. In the case of box

girder bridges there are relatively few simple design procedures

available. Accordingly, a further part of the work described in

this thesis has been concerned with using the finite element

program to obtain the necessary information for the formulation

of some such simplified procedures.

1.2 OUTLINE OF THESIS

The thesis consists of seven chapters. This first chapter

indicates the general objectives and presentation of the work.

Chapter 2 describes the general purpose finite element

computer program which was used. for all the finite element analyses

reported in this thesis. The program was developed. for the linear

static analysis of one, two, and. three dimensional structures. A
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level of experimental verification is established for the program

by use of results from several model tests.

Chapter 3 describes three higher order elements that are

efficient in representing the behaviour of box girder bridges.

The practical application of the elements is demonstrated by

reference to several single cell box girders and two box girder

bridge models.

Chapter 4 describes several elements which are suitable for

use in the analysis of box girder bridges having composite top

fianges. TJia axulysis m.y take intn aount incomplete inter-

action at the concrete—steel interface. Model test reei4ts

for a composite box girder bridge, a composite beam, and. a com-

posite plate are used as a basis for demonstrating the accuracy

of the elements.

Chapter 5 describes a numerical investigation into the

influence of in—plane shear strain on the effectiveness of

steel box girder bridge flanges. The results of the investigation

are used. to formulate design rules that enable effective breadths

for deflexion and. stress calculations to be estimated.

Chapter 6 describes a numerical investigation into the

effect of the transverse distribution of shear connectors on the

longitudinal bending behaviour of simply supported composite box

girder bridges. The implications of the results are noted with

respect to the formulation of design rules.

Chapter 7 summarizes the work that was undertaken and draws

some conclusions of a general nature.
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CHAPTER 2.

- DESCRIPflON OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The finite element method has proved to be a powerful analy-tioal

tecbnique having application to a wide range of structural types.

Further, in the application of the method to each different structural

type, there is a similarity in the necessary computer code. Thus the

method is especially suitable for use as a basis for the development

of general purpose structural analysis programs.

A recent survey by Gallaher2) identified two such types of

general purpose program, namely:

(i) programs having an extensive selection of elements, permitting

virtually unrestricted modelling capabilities, but restricted to linear

static analysis

(ii) programs incorporating, at least to some extent, the capabilities

of programs of the first type but more particularly directed towards the

representation of certain aspects of non—linear and dynamic behaviour.

This chapter briefly describes a program of the first type and the

application thereof to the analysis of five models. The program,

developed jointly by LiJul) and the writer, is referred to as IOSAS

which is -the acronym for Imperial College Structural Analysis System.

2.2 SCOPE OF.PROGRAM

ICSAS has been developed for the linear static analysis of ones

two, and. three dimensional structures. The elements in the ICSAS system

which can be used for the analysis of various types of structure are

shown in Table 2.1.
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2.3 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM

A simplified, flow diagram for an analysis by ICSAS is given in

Fig.2.l. Each processor in the flow diagram represents a number of

subroutines. A simple main routine calls the various subroutines in

a sequence appropriate to the problem being solved..

Briefly the funotion performed. by the various processors are

as follows:

(i) The Data Processor reads the input cards and generates arrays

of nodal coordinates, element topology, material properties, matrix

partitioning information, boundary conditions, and load conditions.

(ii) The Assembly Processor generates the upper half of the overall

stiffness matrix in tridiagonalized. form and. the stress matrices for

the elements.

(iii)The Restraint Processor modifies the overall stiffness matrix

and the load vectors in accordance with the restraints imposed on the

structure.

(iv) The Solution Processor solves for the displacements of the nodes

in the global coordinate system. A forward elimination and. backward.'

substitution procedure is used. with the inverse of each submatrix

being obtained by means of the Cholesky square root method.

(v) The Stress Processor evaluates the stresses in each element with

respect to their local coordinate system.

(vi) The Output Processor produces the results in a form specified. by

the user.

The modularity of the ICSAS system enables new facilities to be

introduced. quickly and. easily'. Furthermore, ii allows the computer core
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storage requirements to be minimized, by means of one of the following

procedures:

(i) The program may be stored on tape or disc and only the subroutines

applicable to a particular problem are loaded into the computer core

storage. This process involves assembling a control deck for each

different type of problem and. is only useful if the necessary subroutines

do not exceed, the oapaoity of the computer core storage. For a typical

analysis of a box girder bridge ICSAS requires between 45 and. 60 K words

of core storage when this procedure is used.

(ii) The program may be divided into several independent groups of

subroutines which are called into the computer core storage from tape

or diso as needed.. Only the group of subroutines required at each stage

of the computation of the problem are located in. the computer core

ctoro.ge. Thic procedure requires n over1y fcility which ta provided

by most present day computers. ICSAS can be implemented on a machine

having a core storage of 32 K words when this procedure is used.

2.4 SOME FACILITIES OF PROGRAM

In addition to the usual facilities of a general purpose structural

analysis system, ICSAS has a number of special facilities some of which

are described below.

2.4.1 Machine independence

A high degree of machine independence baa been achieved by using

ANSI(a) Fortran for all but a very small part of the program.

(a) American National Standards Institute
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ICSA is intended for use on a computer having a core storage of

at least 32 K words and has been implemented on the CDC 6400, CDC 6600,

IBM 7094, ICL Atlas, and. Univac 1108 computers.

2.4.2 Flexible input facilities

ICSAS has been programmed to accept alpanumerio data, the meaning

of which is to a large extent self—evident to the structural engineer.

Free format facilities have been provided where it has been considered

convenient for the user. Data generation facilities which enable the

user to take full advantage of any repeated data pattern have been

included.

Considerable choice is given in the manner in which loads may be

applied, including a facility for specifying fictitious nodes and.

elements which may be loaded directly. These loads will then be

automatically distributed on to the nodes defining the structure, in

accordance with either static or virtual work principles. This facility

is particularly useful for describing TypeHA or ltD loadings.

A comprehensive description of many of the ICSAS input facilities

is given in Ref.l3,

2.4.3 Flexible output facilities

The output may be in one or more of the following forms: computer

paper, punch card, paper tape, and magnetic tape. Any particular set

of results may be obtained by means of a selective output facility.

Sectional plots may also be obtained.
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2.4.4 User—program interface facility

By means of simple commands in the input data, ICSAS can be in-

structed to communicate with routines, supplied by the user, at various

stages of execution of a problem. This facility may enable the user to

adapt ICSAS, if necessary, to suit his own special requirements. For

example, the user may employ this facility to generate special input

data, to produce selective output, and to post—process the results.

2.4.5 Computer cost saving facilities

The computer time required for assembling the stiffness matrix

of the overall structure may be reduced by means of a facility which

enables those elements which have the same stiffness matrix to be

declared as similar elements, The stiffness matrix for each set of

similar elements need. then be evaluated only once.

ICS.AS considers multiple load cases in groups of five, say, at

a time, but there is no limit on thenumber of such groups which can

be treated serially. The forward elimination process is only porformed

once, the eliminated form of the stiffness matrix being stored on tape

or disc for the next group of load cases or for future runs.

2.4.6 Post—processing facilities

By using simple commands in the input data, the user can create

new load cases as combinations of other load oases. The newly formed

load, case may then be stored and treated exactly like any other load

case in further combinations.
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2.4.7 Special elements for analysis of box girder bricges

ICSAS contains several elements that have been especially

developed for use in the analysis of box girder bridges. These are:

(i) A quadrilateral shell element Q330') which isefficient in

representing th overall behaviour of box gird.er bridges(14)

(ii) A triangular shell element T33 which, in conjunction with

rectangular elements of the type (i), is suitable for use in the

analysis of skewed box girder bridges (see Section 3.2)

(iii) A quadrilateral shell element Q43 which, in addition to being

efficient in representing the overall behaviour of box gi'd.er bridges,

is particularly suitable for use in rapidly varying stress fields (see

Section 3.2)

(iv) A triangular shell element T43 which, in conjunction with rectan-

gular elements of the type (iii), is suitable for use in the analysis

of skewed box girder bridges (see Section 3.2)

-I	 -

(b) For ease of identification, those elements which are referred to

several times in this thesis have been given a name that consists of

a letter followed by one.or two numerals. The letter signifies the

shape of the element. The following list of letters have been adopted:

T (triangle), R (rectangle), and (quadrilateral). The numerals refer

to the number of degrees of freedom at each node of the element. Where

there are two numerals, the first indicates the number of extensional

degrees of freedom while the second indicates the number of flexural

degrees of freedom. Where there is one numeral only, it indicates the

total number of extensional and. flexural degrees of freedom. The

summation of the extensional and. flexu.ral degrees of freedom signifies

the fact that there is coupling between these two sets of degrees of

freedom..
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(v) Beam—type elements which enable multi—cell bridge decks to be

idealized, as two dimensional structurea'

(vi) Shell elements which can be used. to represent laminated materials

such as those occurring in composite box giraor bridges (see sion 4.2)

2.5 EXPRINDNTAL VERIFICATION OP PROGR

The verification of ICSAS has been made by reference to results

obtained from classical theory, other programs, and experimentation.

This section briefly describes some of the experimental verification

work.

2.5.1 Curved slab bridge model

The curved slab bridge model shown in Pig.2.2 was anaiysed(15),

using two subdivisions into basic triangular flexural eiements 	 and

a subdivision into quadrilateral f'].exural eiements.(1 	 Figure 2.3

shows the coarse subdivision of the idealized model into triangular

elements. The nodal points for the subdivision into quadrilateral

elements corresponded with those shown in Fig.2.3. Some comparisons

between the analytical and. experimental results for the model under

dead. load are shown in Pigs 2.4 to 2.7; further results are given in

Ref.15. It can be seen that the theoretical and. experimental results

are in close agreement, except in the case of the bending moment values

near the supports. This localized discrepancy is due to the limitations

of classical thin plate theory on which the analyses are based.

Thin plate theory predicts infinite bending moments under point

loads or point reactionsand hence 'the theoretical moments obtained in

the vicinity of the supports merely reflect the refinement of the mesh
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in these regions. Lirn and the writer(15) presented a techniciue by

means of which a mesh size can be selected to give good. estimates of

local bending moments. Application of this technique to the analyses

under consideration indicates that themoment values in the region

of the supports, as given by the subdivision into triangular and

quadrilateral elements, should be below and. above the experimental

values, respectively. Reference to Figs 2.5 to 2.7 shows this to be

the case.

2.5.2 Straight composite beam and slab bridge model

The beam and. slab bridge model shown in Fig.2.B was analysed.

using a finite difference program and ICSAS.(16) rn the finite

element analysis the slab was represented. by basic rectangular shell

elements	 and the eccentric beams were represented by line eiements.

Owing to symmetry only one half of the model was analysed with the

finite element d.iscretization shown in Fig.2.9. Some comparisons of

the finite element, finite difference,.añd experimental results for

the model under a point load placed eccentrically at the mid—span are

given in Figs 2.10 to 2.12. It can be seen that the results are in

satisfactory agreement.

2 .5.3 Ship's double—bottom model

A one—eighth scale model of the double—bottom of one complete

hold of a dry cargo ship was tested experimenta11y(1 and analysed

using ICSAS.19 In the test the model was simply supported along all

four edges and uniformly loaded by mean8 of a pressure bag. For the
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analysis the model was idealized as a -two dimensional assemblage of

elements of the type described by E1_gaa1y.(2	 Owing to double symmetry

only one qu.ar-ter of the model was analysed with the mesh shown in

Fig.2.13. Some cornpar.isons between the finite elen;ent and. experimental

results are given in Figs 2.14 and 2 . 15. It can be seen that the results

ar all in close agreement,

2.5.4 Curved. single cell box girder br4d'e model

The box girder bridge model shown in Fig.2.16 was analysed using

various finite element idealizations. 	 The analytical results shown

in Fig,2.18, for the model under a Type ES loading (Fig.2.16), were

obtained using -the element 33 with -the subdivision shown in Fig.2.17.

It can be seen that -the finite element and experimental results are in

eu isa	 fin win 4 is 'p ann+ 4 n 41-, r, ...n n.4	 P 4-1, es 4 .-, a .,a A	 4 A a a u, 4 $ 1 a. ra naSi 'Sad	 iAt.L Si i.e LS*'..Ss it %tJs&S%.ki U SL4 USA'S S	 5)44 'S S 045%. U Ljd%t5 SiC h) 554.5) %#C4.LS U .1. .4'S V 5)5 4.)

which were simply represented by elements of constant thickness.

2.5.5 Straight single cell box girder model

The quarter scale steel box girder model shown in Fig.2.19 was

tested experimentally(2 and analysed. using ICSAS. For the analysis,

the model was idealized, as an assemblage of basic rectangular extensional

eiements	 and bar elements. The element subdivision used. in the

analysis was derived. by attempting to represent all -the structural

features of the it-.odel. Owing to double syntuietry only one quarter of the

model was analysed; a typical cross—sectional arrangement of nodea i

shown in Fig.2.20. Some comparisons between the finite element and.

experimental results for a load of 10 tons in each jack are given in

Figs 2.21 to 2.23. It can be seen that, in general, the results are in
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close agreement; the large discrepancy at the web-tension flange

junction is possibly due -to residual stresses induced in the plates

during the welding of the box.

As a further part of the investigation, the $alue of -the s-tress

effective breadtth ratio	 at the mid-span in the tension flange was

determined from the finite element solution as 0.59. The design rules

proposed in Section 5.5 give a corresponding value of 0.61.

2.5.6 Other Models

Further models that have been analysed using ICSAS include a

straight three cell box girder bridge (Sub-section 3.3.3), a skewed

composite twin cell box girder bridge (Sub-section 4.3.1), a straight

composite beam (Sub-section 4.3.2), a square composite plate (Sub-

section 4.3.3), a multi-cell bridge 	 an oii t kér,(22) and.

a shear wall.(23) The writer was not directly associated wjth the anal-

yses of the last -three mentioned models and. therefore the work has not

been reported in this thesis.

2.6 COMCLUSIONS

A general purpose finite element program (XCSAS) has been

described briefly. Its practical application has been illustrated, by

reference -to the analysis of five models.

(o) For the definition of stress effective breadth ratio, see

Section 5.2.
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CHAPTER 3.

SOME ELEMENTS HAVING PARTICULAR APPLICATION

TO BOX GIRDER BRIDGES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Early finite element analyses of box girder bridgea(242526)

employed the basic rectangular shell element R23, the stiffness

matrix of which is obtained from the stiffness matrices of the basic

extensional and. f].exural eiements. 	 This element has at each of its

nodal points two in-plane degrees of freedom u and. v and three out-of-

plane degrees of freedom w, O, and 0. (Fig.3.1), but no in-plane

rotational degree of ireedom	 A large number of these elements

must be used in the analysis of a box girder bridge since the elementi

is not well suited to representing the predominate in-plane bending

action of the webs.

Lim et	 and. Sisodiya et ai.(27) have achieved more economi-

cal solutions by using a cjuadrilateral shell element Q33, the stiffness

matrix of which is formed from the stiffness matrices of a higher order

extensional element Q30 and the basic flexural eiement. 	 This shell

element has a biased, beam-type, in-plane displacement field. by virtue

of the presence of a further in-plane degree of freedom v/x at each

node in place of the "free" in-plane rotation O. This displacement

field. can closely approximate the deformation of the webs of a box

girder bridge and. the overall behaviour of the bridge therefore can

be obtained. with the use of a relatively coarse mesh division in the

longitudinal direction. However, as in the oase of the element R23,

this element has the d.iaadvantao that the in-plane longitudinal otrain
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cannot vary over the length of the element. Consequently, an accurate

estimation of the local stresses in the region of an intermediate

support or a wheel load would require the use of a localized fine mesh

division and an extrapolation procedure.

The question arises, therefore, as to whether more economical

solutions could be obtained by using elements having higher order

displacement functions. The specification of higher order displace-

mont functions requires the introduction of either additional nodal

continuities or additional side nodes. For the sane order of displace-

ment functions, the introduction of additional continuities rather

than additional nodes results in a smaller number of unknowns and a

smaller bandwidth in the stiffness matrix of the overall structure.

Thes.e observations have lead the writer to develop a higher order

quadri]a$ari alen'entQ43, whioh hs a further degree of nodal continuity

au/ax chosen to permit a variation of the in-plane longitudinal strain

over the length of the element. A description of this element is given

in thie chapter.

In the idealization of skewed box girder bridges it is often

convenient to use rectangular elements and to adjust the mesh to the

skewed boundaries using triangular elements (see the example of Sub-

section 4.3.1). Also, studies have shown that for a given number of

nodes more accurate results are obtained when rectangular and. triangular

elements are used. instead of parallelogrammio elements to idealize a

skewed region.(28) For these reasons, two triangular elements T33 and

T43, that are suitable for use with the elements Q33 and Q43 respective-

ly, are also presented in this chapter.
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In parallel with the development of higher order elements there

is a need for comparative studies of the effect of element type and

size on accuracy in ordr that recommendations may be made on the use

of the elements. Several theoretical and model test resu]ts are used.

as a basis for such a study in this chapter.

3.' 2 DESCRIPTION OF ELENTS

This section describes a quadrilateral extensional element Q40,

and. two triangular extensional elements T30 and. T40. The stiffness

matrices for the shell elements (43, T33, and. T43 are formed from those

of the elements Q40, T30, and. T40, respectively, and. from the basic

quadrilateral flexural eiement' or the basic triangular flexural

eiernent,	 as appropriate.

3.2.1 Quadrilateral element Q40

The element Q40 has four nodes, each of which has a nodal

parwnetor vector {6}. defined as
1

fuviav/x ?au/ax I
—Ii

where u and. v are translations parallel to the x and. y axes of the -

element, respectively. Such a choice of nodal parameters enables

the element displacement functions to be specified as follows;

U	 +	 + ct3n + a	 +	 +	 + c*7	 +
v a9 ^ a10 +	 + a12 +	 +	 +	 +
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where F and. n are the generalized coordinates of the element (Fig.3.2),

and.	
to °16 Si'S arbitrary coefficients. These displacement functions

satisfy the compatibility condition for continuous displacement

between adjacent elements and. the constant strain criterion for

rectangular, parllelogrammic, and trapezoidal elements but not for a

general quadrilateral element. (A similar comment can be made in

respect of the element Q30. However, Sisod.iya et ai.(27) have shown

that good. results can be obtained. when the element Q30 is used as a

general quadrilateral.) Details of the formulation of the stiffness

matrix for the element Q40 are given in Appendix A.

The following points refer to the use of the element Q40:

(i) Each element should be orientated, such that its x-axis is in

a direction parallel to the direction of the predominant bending

stresses in the structure. -

(ii) In the assembly of the stiffness matrix of the overall •etruoture,

the element stiffness terms corresponding to the strain component

au/ax may be treated as a local degree of freedom, for which no trans-

formation to the global coordinate system is necessary.

(iii)The element should, in general, not be used. in cases where an

abrupt change of a plate property gives rise to a discontinuity in the

strain component au/ax.

3.2.2 Triangular element T30

The clement T30 has three degrees of freedom u., v, and, av/ax at

each of its three nodes and. has the following displacement functions:

u • - a1 + a2x + a3y

v=c*4+a5X+cL6Y+c*7X2+ct8XY+c19X3
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These displacement functions satisfy the constant strain criterion,

while the compatibility condition for continuous displacement between

this element and. the element Q30 will be satisfied when the elements

are assembled as shown in Fig.3.3. The stiffness matrix for the

element T30 therefore has been derived for the limiting case of a

right—angled triangle; details of the formulation are given in Appendix

B.

3.2.3 Triangular element T40

The element T40 has four degrees of freedom u, v, av/ax, and

au/ax at each of its three nodes and has the following displacement

functions:

u a1 + a2x + a3y + a4x2 + a5xy + a6x3

v = a7 + a8x + a9y + a10x2 +	 + cz12x3

These displacement funotinna satisfy the constant strain criterion,

while the compatibility condition for continuous displacement between

this element and. the element Q40 will be satisfied when the elements

are assembled as shown in Fig.3.3. Again, the stiffness matrix for

the element has been derived for the limiting case of a right—angled.

triangle; details of the formulation are given in Appendix B.

3.3 APPLICATIONS

In this section several single cell box girders, for which

theoretical results are available, are used as a basis for comparing

the accuracy of the shell elements referred to in this chapter. Follow-

ing this, the elements Q33 and. Q43 are used in the analysis of two box

girder bridge models.
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3.3.1 Straight single cell box girders

Details of the first box girder that was considered are given

in Fig.3.4. The girder was analysed for both simply supported and.

fixed ended. conditions. End. diaphragms having infinite rigidity in

their own plane were assumed. In the case of the simply supported.

oon4ition it was assumed that there was no end restraint against

warping. In the case of the fixed ended condition the ends of the

box were fully restrained against warping.

The girder was considered. to be loaded at the mid—span by a

point load over one web. The bending and distortional components of

the load (Fig.3.4) were treated separately in order that the results

could be compared. with those obtained using the elementary theory of

bending (Em) and. the beam on elastic foundation analogy (BEP),

respectively. The torsional component of the load. baanot been

considered. here since the only stresses of azy significance that it

would. induce are sheazing stresses.

The girder was analysed. using the elements R23, Q33, and Q43

with one rne3h division over the width and depth, and from 2 to 64

mesh divisions in the longitudinal direction of the girder (Fig.3.5).

(Since each cell wall was represented by a single row of elements, the

solutions so obtained. are consistent with the ETB and BEF solutions in

that, in each case, the longitudinal strain distribution is assumed

to vary linearly over the depth of the webs and. across the width of

the flanges.)

The values at the mid—span of the deflexion WB and. longitudinal

stress aB, caused. by the bending component of the load, and the diø-
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tortional warping stress a and. transverse d.istortiona]. bending sires

aDB , caused by the diatortioflal component of the load, obtained using

the various mesh divisions are given in Table 3.].. It can be seen

that for each of WB °B' 	
and aDB, the results obtained using the

three elements converge to the same value, with the element 43 giving

the best convergence characteristics. The values given by the finite

element analyses do not converge exactly to those given by the ETB and.

BEF because these techniques involve additional simplifying assumptions

not made in the finite element analyses.

It should be noted that in the case of the two lower order

elements, for which the longitudinal extensional strain is constant

over the length of the element, the values of 	 and.	 do not strictly

pertain to the position directly under the load. An extrapolation

procedure could be employed to obtain the peak values of 	 and.

However, by using the element Q43 it is possible to obtain such peak

values directly, for the same computer cost.

For example, the simply supported. girder with a 4 by 1 by ].

division into Q43 elements gives differences between the finite element

values and. the simple theory values for WB, 0B'	 aDB of 1, 1,

11, and. 4 per cent, respectively, when non-dimensionalized using W
ETB

for the deflexion and. aB for the stresses. The corresponding values

obtained using a 6 by 1 by 1 division into Q33 elements and. an extrapo-

latioi. formula of the highest possible order, namely a parabola, are

3, 3, 6, and. 2. It should be emphasized that these two idealizations

involved. approximately the same computer cost.
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In order that the effect of element aspect ratio on accuracy

could be examined, simply supported girders having the same cross—

sectional dimensions and. material properties as the box shown in

Fig.3.4 but of varing spans, were analysed using the elements R23,

Q33, and Q43 with an 8 by 1 by 1 mesh division. The girders were

considered to be loaded by a point load over each web at the mid—span.

It is evident from Table 3.2 -that the accuracies obtainable with the

elements Q33 and Q43 are relatively independent of the aspect ratio

of the elements; however, in the case of the element R23 the accuracy

of the results deteriorates rapidly as the aspect ratio of the elements

increases above unity. The same trends were obtained with other mesh

divisions.

3.3.2 Skewed single cell box girder -

The box girder shown in Fig.3.6 was used. to investigate the

effect of employing triangular and. rectangular elements instead of

parallelogrammic elements in the skewed regions of box girders. Ideali-

zations based on the element Q33, the elements T33 and. Q33, the element

Q43, and the elements T43 and. Q43 were considered. Figure 3.7 shows

the finite element disoretizations o the girder used. in the invee-tiga--

Some values of displacement for the girder under a point load P

over each web at -the free end. are given in Table 3.3. The results

indicate that an idealization based on a combination of triangular and

rectangular elements is likely -to give a slightly more flexible structure

than the corresponding idealization based on parallologrammic elements.
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It is encouraging that such an observation may be made, since an

idealization based on elements which employ displacement functions

generally over-estimate the overall stiffness of box girder bridges.

3.3.3'Straight three cell box girder bridge model

Figure 3.8 shows the details of a straight three cell box girder

brfd.ge model which was analysed using the elements Q33 and. Q43. The

model, a 1/60th scale representation of an approach span to the Lower

Yarra Bridge, Melbourne, was made of Perspex. Details of the instru-

mentation of the model are given in Fig.3.9. The results presented

here re for a load placed. eccentrically on the model by means of a

cantilever at the mid-span (Fig.3.8).

Owing to symmetry only one half of the model was analysed. with

the finite element disoretizations shown in Fig.3.lO. In both id.eali-

zations the diaphragms were represented by Q33 elements and. the support

stiffnesses were transformed to the nodea at the outer webs assuming

the diaphragms to be infinitely rigid. in their own plane. The ideali-

zations were selected so that the analyses involved approximately the

same computer cost.

The experimental results of displacements and strains are given

in Figs 3.11 to 3.13. These results compare well with the finite

element results (Figs 3.12 to 3.14). Iii particular, it should be noted

that good results have been obtained with the element Q43 notwithstand-

ing the abrupt change in thickness of the inner webs.

3.3.4 Curvod single cell box girder bridge model

Further experimental verification of the finite element analysis
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of box girder bridges using the elements Q33 and. Q43 was provided. by

a comparison with some of the experimental results ob+ained from the

model shown in Fig.2.16 and. described. in Ref.14.

The model was.analysed using a 6 by 3 by 1 division into Q33

elements and. a 4 by 3 by 1 division into 43 elements (Fig.3.15). In

both idealizations the diaphragms were represented. by Q33 elements.

The two analyses involved approximately the same computer cost.

The experimental results obtained. for a point load. of 100 lbf

placed. over the outer web at the mid—span are given in Fig.3.16. It

can be seen from Fig.3.17 that the two sets of finite element results

and. the experimental results are in close agreement. It should. be

noted. that in the case of the element Q33 it was necessary to use an

extrapolation procedure in order to obtain the results shown, whereas

in the case of the element Q43 ii was possible to obtain the results

directly.

3.4 C0CLUSI0NS

(i) A shell element Q43 that is efficient in representing the behaviour

of box girder bridges has been developed. The criteria for convergence

are satisfied when the element is of rectangular, parallelogrammic, or

trapezoidal shape, and it can therefore be used. for the analysis of

right, skewed., or curved. box girder bridges having constant width and

depth.

(ii) Theoretical results for several single cell box girders, and.

experimental results for two box girier bridge models, have been used.

as a basis for comparing the efficiency of this element with that of
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two elements (R23 and Q33) commonly employed in the analysis of box

girder bridges. The comparisons showed that the element Q43 is much

more efficient than the element R23, but only as efficient as the

element Q33. However, the element Q43 has the advantage that the

peak longitudinal stress values can bo obtained directly. In particular,

the comparisons showed that the accuracy of the results obtained using

the element R23 deteriorates rapidly as the aspect ratio (length/depth)

of the web elements increases above unity, whereas that obtained

using the elements Q33 and Q43 is relatively independent of the element

aspect ratio. Reliable results can be obtained using the elements Q33

and Q43 with as few as six and four mesh divisions, respectively, along

the span and with one mesh division over the depth of the web.

(iii)Two triangular shell elements T33 and T43 have been developed.

for use with the elements Q33 and 43, respectively. With the availa-

bility of these elements it is possible to analyse a skewed box girder

bridge using a subdivision into triangular and rectangular elements.

(iv) A skewed single cell box girder was analysed using several

different mesh schemes; the analyses were made using the elements T33

and Q33, the elements T43 and. 43, the element Q33 only, and. the element

Q43 only. It was found that, for the cases studied, an idealized

structure based on a combination of triangular and rectangular elements

was generally slightly more flexible than one based on parallelogrammio

elements and having the same number of nodes.
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CHAPTER 4.

SOME ELEMENTS HAVING PARTICULAR APPLICATION TO

COMPOSITE BOX GIRDER BRIDGE DECKS

4.1 IITRODUCTION

A form of bridge construction that has been used in recent

years is one in whi ch a concrete deck slab is connected, by means of

shear connectors, to one or more closed, steel box girders (Fig.4.1).

Generally, the connectors are distributed over the contact area

between the concrete slab and. the steel plate to ensure that these

structural elements act as a composite plate.

In the analysis of this type of bridge it is commonly assumed

that there is complete interaction between the concrete slab and.

steel plate, and. that the composite plate may be transformed into an

equivalent plate of one material. In a finite element analysis, such

equivalent (homogeneous) plates could be idealized by means of elements

of the type described in Chapter 3. However, such an approach would

have the following disadvantages:

(i) The rigidity values for the equivalent plate would. only approxi-

mate the true values.

(ii) Any variation in the level of the centroiclal plane of the deck

in the transverse direction would not be represented.

(iii) The stresses in each component of the 1eck would. not be obtained.

directly, but would have to be ectimated from those in the euivaleni

plate. -
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In the case of bridges having composite plates for which the

assumption of complete interaction cannot be justified, an approach

similar to the one mentioned in the previous paragraph would involve

additional approximations. In particular, there is little or no

information available, on the effect of connector flexibility on the

stiffness of a composite plate.

One method of overcoming these difficulties would be to develop

elements for the discrete representation of the various components of

a composite plate. Some such elements are described in this chapter.

Model test results for a composite box girder bridge, a composite beam,

and a composite plate are used as a basis for demonstrating the

accuracy of the elements.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OP ELE!NTS

This section presents a procedure for formulating the stiffness

matrix of a laminated shell element, each lamina of which mar have

different material properties and thickness. Such laminated shell

elements could be used in the analysis of bridges having composite

plates for which complete interaction mar be assumed. The stiffness

matrix is then given for a general linkage element. (The concept of

a. linkage element was first introduced by Ngq and. Scox,delis.(29)) It

is subsequently noted how linkage elements mar be used in conjunction

with laminated shell elemente to represent a composite plate for which

ihe assumption of complete interaction cannot be justified.

4.2.1 Laminated shell eloments

In the development of the stiffness matrices for the lamiiated
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shell elements it has been assumed. that:

(i) The transverse d.eflexions of an element are small in comparison

with its thickness.

(ii) Points of an element lying initially ot a normal to the

reference plane of the element remain on the normal to the reference

surface of the element after deformation.

(iii)The normal stresses in a direction transverse to an element can

be disregarded..

(iv) The principal directions of material orthotropy of each lamina

are in the direction of the element axes.

It should. be noted that the elements described in Chapter 3 are based.

on similar assumptions.

Consider the laminated shell elenen^ shown in Fig.4.2. Let u,

v, nd w be the displacement âomponents of a point Q on the reference

plane in the directions of the , y, and. z axes of the element and. U,

V, and W be the corresponding displacement components of a point P at

a distance from Q in the direction normal to the reference plane.

Then, by virtue of assumptions Ci) and (ii) the displacement components

of P may be written as

U	 u - z	 (4.1(a))
ax

W= w
	

(4.1 Cc))
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Equations 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) may be differentiated to give the

strain—displacement relationship for the element as

I	 I	 I	 ax ';;I
I Cx 1 1 !.	 o	 oil	

1	 1	 1 1 z aw -

I £y
	 z 0 1	 0

	

•	

:110	
1	 (4.2)
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j	
a2
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By virtue of assumptions (ii) to (iv), the stress—strain

relationship for the k th laznina may he written as

1c•	 • c 	 01	 1Cx

C2	 0	 Ey

1.0	
0	 C3] 

•IYXYJ

o.x

txy

where

c

c2

E/(1 - v k v ii )
,cy yx

E/(1 - v"	 )xy

c 3 :

z	 41 z V	 E/'1 - V	 V	 )

In the above expressions E and. E are the elastic nioduli, 	 is the

shear modulus, and 	 and.	 are the Poisson's ratios of the k thyx

lamina, with respect to the x and. y axes of the element.
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Substitution of Eq4.2 into Eq.4.3 gives

-z

cc1	 c	 c2 o	 •	 c	 c22	 0	
(44)

Ii	 au av	 k	 -2Z
txy	 0	 0	 C33	

-•	
0	 0	 C33

Integration of Eq.4.4 over the thickness of each ].amina and

summation of the resulting expressions over n laminae gives the stress

resultants and. stress couples in terms of the displacement as

R11	 R12	 0	 111	 112	 0

R21 R 22	 0	 121 122 0

0	 0	 R33 0	 0 T33

lii	 T	 0	 S11 S12	 0

T21 122
	

0	 S21	 22 0

0	 0
	

133 0	 0 S33

au

ax

av

ay

ay ax

2
-aw

ay2

-2at
ax ay

(4.5)

where
n

R1	 a	 ( i	 -

3	 3a	
3=l	

C	 (hR - hR_i

In
a	 c	 (	 - h 2 )k-I

In the above expressions Ilk and. Ilkl are the distances from the reference
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plane to the outer and inner surfaces of the k th lamina, respectively.

Following -the derivation of Eq.4.5 and. the selection of suitable

displacement functions, the stiffness matrix for a laminated shell

	

element may be derived. using standard procedures. 	 Two such

elements (R5 and. R6) are presented in this thesis. Phe displacement

functions of these elements correspond to those of the elements R23

and Q33 (see Chapter 3). Details of the formulation of the stiffness

matrices for the elements are given in Appendix C.

4.2.2 Linkage elements

A linkage element has -two nodal points and. may be conceptually

thought of as consisting of n linear springs, where n is the number

of degrees of freedom at a node of -the element. The element has no

physical dimensions and hence its nodes may occupy the same point in

space.

The stiffness matrix [k] for a linkage element having the nodal

degrees of freedom u, v, w, O, O, and. 0 would take the following

form:

k 0 0 0 0 0 -k 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

K 2 0 0 0 0 0 -K2 0 0 0

o o 0 0 0 k0x0 0

kO 0 0 0 0 .keyO

K•2 0 0 0 0 0
	

(4.8)

k 0 0 0 0 0

Symmetric	 0 0 0 0

K2 0 0 0

kexO 0

k.0

K02
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in which kx 	 k, k, k, and ke are the spring constants

associated with the appropriate degrees of freedom. The stiffness

matrices based on other sets of nodal degrees of freedom may be

obtained by eliminating the appropriate rows and columns from Eq.4.8,

4.2.3 Eccentric shell elements

I order to allow for incomplete interaction in composite box

girder bridges, it is necessary that the concrete slab and the steel

plate should each be represented by a layer of shell elements and the

shear connectors represented by linkage elements. The nodes of the

shell elements must lie onadjo,ning element surfaces so that they

may be connected by the linkage elements. Such eccentric shell elements

are special oases of the laminated shell elernent3 described in Sub-

section 4.2.1.

4.3 APPLICATIO1S	 -

In this section the accuracy of the elements described in the

preceed.ing section is demonstrated by reference to model tent results.

4.3.1 Skewed composite twin cell box girder bridge model

The laminated shell elements were used in the analysis of the

bridge model shown in Fig.4.3. Full details of the model and further

results to those presented in this thesis are given in Ref.30.

Figure 4.4 shows the details of two finite e1emnt idealizations

of the model used in the analyses. The webs and the diaphragms of

the boxca were represented. by Q33 elemonts and the bottom flanges by

Q33 and T33 elements in both idealizations. The dock was represented
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by R6 and T33 elements in one idealization and. by Q33 and. T33

elements in the other.

For the latter case the rigidity values of the composite parts

of the deck were obtained from the following expressionss

Ests	 •	 Ectc	Cy	
(i	 - vs2)	 (i - v2)

	

Ests	 •	 Ectc

	

Cxy= ______	 _______

	

21. v5)	 2(1.Vc)

Cl	 VSStS	 • Vc! t

(1 - v 2 )	 (i - v1)

D	 Øy : (i- vv)

(1 -I"s Vc) Dx

/VM 0

The reader is refer'ed to the list of notation for the meaning of

the above symbols. It should be noted. that the boxes wero firmly

glued to the slab and no relative movement between these two components

was observed during the tests.	 -

The model was analysed for the load case shown in Fig.4.5. A

comparison between the finite element and. experimental values of

displacement at the mid—span is given in Fig.4.6. It can be seen

that all the results are in close agreement. (The greater stiffness

exhibited by the idealization which employed homogeneous elements for

representing the deck is to be expected because this idealization

over—estimated. the second. moment of area of the model cross—section

by 4 per cent whereas the other idealization over—estimated it by only

0.7 per cent.) Some comparisons between the finite element and

experimental values of stress are given in Figs 4.7 to 4.9. I-b can

be ceen that these results are in satisfactory agreement. For the

sake of clarity the stress plots obtained using the idealization hich

picyed hoiogeeous elements for representing the deck have boen
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omitted from Figs 4.7 to 4.9; these resuitsalso agreed satisfactorily

with the experimental results.

I

4.3.2 Straight composite beam model

The technique proposed in Section 4.2 for considering in-

complete interaction was used. in the analysi.a of the model 	 shown

inFig.4.1O.

Owing to double symmetry only one quarter of the model was

analysed with the finite eleLnen-t d.isoretization shown in Fig.4.11.

The concrete slab was represented by R5 elements, the rolled steel

joist by line eiements,	 and. the shear connectors by linkage -

elements that allowed, slip in the plane of the concrete—steel inter-

face.

The model was analysed for a central point load of 3.36 x lO lbf.

Some results from the finite element analysis are compared with those

of a finite difference anaiysis' and. the model test in Figs 4.12

to 4.14. It can be seen that a].1 the results are in good. agreement.

4.3.3 Scuare composite plate model

The proposed technique for considering incomplete interaction

was also used in the analysis of the model(3233) shown in Fig.4.15.

Owing to double symmetry only one q,uarter.of the model was

analysed with the finite element discretiza-tion shown in Fig.4.16.

The concrete slab and the steqi plate were represented by R5 elements,

and. the shear connectors by linkage elements that allowed slip in the

plane of the concrete—steel interface.
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The model was analysed for a central 4 inch square patch load

of 8325 lbf. Some values of slip obtained from the finite element

analysis, a Fourier series anaiysjs,(32'i .nd the model test are given

in Table 4.1. It can be seen that the two sets of theoretical results

are in close agreement. However, the agreement between the theoretical

and. experimental results is only reasonable; some of the discrepancies

are probably due to the cracking of the concrete and the non—linear

behaviour of the shear connectors.

4.4 CONClUSIONS

(i) The formulation of the stiffness matrix for homogeneous shell

elements (Chapter 3) has been extended to the case of laminated shell

elements.

(ii) Such laminated elements may be usefully employed in the analysis

of composite box girder bridges having complete interaction at the

concrete—steel interfaces; the use of these elements instead of

homogeneous elements in the analysis has tbe advantage that the

analytical model approximates the true physical structure more closely,

and that the stresses in the various components of the structure are

obtained directly.

(iii)Comparisons made between results obtained using the laminated

ele"nents and. those obtained from a model test showed close agreement.

(iv) The use of laminated, elements instead of homogeneous elements

involves only a small increase in computer cost.

(v) A procedure is outlined for using laminated elements in conjunction

with linkage elements for the analysis of composite bridges having
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incomplete interaction at the concrete—steel interfaces.

(vi) Comparisons made between results obtained using the procedure

and those obtained from model tests showed close agreement,

(vii)The computer cost of an analysis whicif takes into acopunt

incomplete interaction can be significantly greater than that of a

corresponding analysis which assumes complete interaction. (The

increase in cost is largely due to the additional degrees of freedom

required at each position where a linkage element is employed).
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CHAPTER 5.

P.ARA!ETRIC STUDY OP TILE SHEAR LAG PHENOMENON

IN STEEL BOX GIRDER BRIDGES

5.1 INTflODUCTION

When girders with wide flanges are eubjectod. o lateral bending

loads the defleiona and stresses cannot be obtained, accurately from

the elementary theory of bending. This is because the assumption

made by the elementary theory that cros—soctions of the girder which

were plane before bending remain plane after bending does not apply;

owing to the action of shear strain in the flangos the parts of the

flange remote from a web lag behind, those near the web. If this

effect, often termed shear lag, is ignored, the strength of the gird.ex'

will be overestimated,

In particular, the action of shear strain in the flanges results

in a non—uniform distribution of the direot 	 stresses in the flanges

with the peak values, at the web—flange intersection, being reater

than the stress value given by the elementary theory of bending (see

Fig .5. l). It is convenient, for design purposes, to introduce the

concept of an effective breadth of plate which is considered to be

uniformly stressed, thereby allowing the application of the elementary

theory. The action of shear strain in the flanges also results in

the deflexions obtained. using the elementary theory being underestimated.

So far as the triter is aware, the concept of an effective breadth for

deflexion calculations has not been introduced. in the literature. Such

an approach is considered in this chapter.

The phenomenon of shear lag has been dealt with in many papers,

some of which are noted. in the 1it of references.(3438) The work

described in the papers has shown that the effective breadth for stress
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calculations varies along the span and. depends on the load. distribu-

tion, cross—sectional properties and. boundary conditions, as well as

the plan dimensions of the bridge. Since the application of the

theoretical solutions given in. the publisheb works are too involved.

for design office practice, most of the investigators have presented.

values of effective breadths for variations in some of the parameters

noted above. However, the papers, even as a collective group, do not

provide sufficient information in a suitable form for the design

engineer.

At present, the British Codes of Practice give only a limited

amount of guidance on effective breadth values. There are no specifio

design clauses that deal with the effective bread.ths of steel or

concrete bridge decks. In the code for the design of composite bridge

girders (CP117: part 2: l967)a single expression for an effective

breadth is given in terms of the ratio of the breadth B to the length

L of the slab. Currently some British design engineers use the

recominend.ations on effective breadth given in the draft of the German

code for steel road. bridges (D1N1073) •40) This code only considers

uniformly loaded beams with various support conditions. No allowance

is made for the cross—sectional properties.

The purpose of the work described in this chapter was to establish

design rules for estimating the effective bx'eadths of steel box girder

bridge flanges. The data on which the rules have been basod was

obtained. using the finite element program described in Chapter 2.

5.2 D2FILITION OFLFFECTIVE BREADTH$

In this thesis, unless otherwise ta-tcd, the following definitions
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holdi

(i) The s-tress effective breadth of a flange plate is that breadth

of plate which, with a constant longitudinal stress across its middle

plane equal to the stress in the related web 	 at -the level of the

middle plane of the flange plate, would sustain a force equal to the

force in the flange plate as predicted by a theory that correctly

allows for shear deformation of the flange (see Fig.5.l).

(ii) The deflexion effective breadth of a flange plate is that breadth

of plate which, when used in conjunction with elementary theory of

bending formulae, gives the saae result for the def].exions at the webs

of -the cross—section under consideration as a theory that correctly

allows for shear deformation of the flange.

(iii)An effective breadth ratio is the ratio of an effective breadth

of a flange plate to the actual breadth of the plate.

5.3 FINITE ELET IDEALIZATIONS

This section describes a preliminary investigation -that was

carried out in order to determine finite element idealizations that

would be suitable for use in studying the shear lag phenomenon in box

girder bridges. Th box girders used in -the investigation were based

on cross—sections 1 and 8 (Fig.5.2, Table 5.1) and. were analysed for

a uniform load over the length of each web and for a point load over

each web at the mid—span.

(a) According to thin plate theory, on which the finite element analyses
used. in this thesis were based, the stress in a web element is not

necessarily ecjual to the stress in a flange element at a node defining

the intersection of the two elements. The stress in the web element has

been selected as the base stress since, in general, it will give smaller
effective breadth values.
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5.3.1 Type of element

The solutions given in this chapter were obtained using idealiza-

tions based on the element Q43 (see Section 3.2). This element was

employed because it can efficiently represent the behaviour of box

gird.er bridge structures and, in particular, it is suitable for use

in rapidly varying stress fields such as those associated with the

shear lag phenomenon.

5.3.2 Mesh size

To gain an appreciation of the mesh sizes required in the deter-

mination of effective breadths, simply supported. box girders of cross-

section 1 and having B/L values of 0.05, 0.20, and 0.40 were analysed

using several different mesh schemes. End diaphragms which were

infinitely rigid in the plane of the diaphragm and which provided no

restraint against warping were assumed. In the case of the point loads

at the mid-span, the loads were distributed uniformly over the depth of

the webs in order to avoid any local stress concentrations. Such

stresses are not accounted for by the effective breadth concept and. are

not fully realized in practice since al]. loads are distributed over

some finite bearing length.

For each box a mesh of 6 elements over th depth of the webs,

16 elements over the breadth of the flanges, and. 22 elements over the

length of the box, graded as shown in Fig.5.3, was found to give

practically the sazue effective breadth values as finer mesh schemes.

It should. be noted that it was necessar' to specify a fine mesh division

in the region of the point loads.
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The subsequent results given in this chapter were all obtained.

using mesh divisions for the flanges of comparable grade to the one

listed above; fine mesh divisions were used. in the region of each

point load, internal support reaction, and. fixed end. considerod. in

the examples. It is shown in Sub—section 5.3.3 that only one element

need. be used over the depth of the webs.

5.3.3 Idealization of webs

Many of the published solutions which consider the effects of

shear lag are based on the assumption that the elementary theory of

bending applies to the webs. This assumption would. have the advantage

that the results of any numerical tests using these solutions would not

be affected. by the phenomenon of deep beam behaviour.

To investigate the possibility of using this assumption in the

present study, the box girders described. in Sub—section 5.3.2 were

analysed with the in—plane properties of the web material set to values

consistent with those 'implied by the elementary theory of bending.

The values of the effective breadth ratios at the mid—span

obtained from the analyses described in this sub—section and. the

previous one are given in Table 5.2. It can be seen that each set of

corresponding values are in close agreement, except for the d.eflexion

effective breadth values when the ratio of depth to length (D/L) is

equal to 0.4. Generally box girders will have a value of D/L less than

0.4. Also, for box girders having values of D/11 greater than 0.4, the
d.eflexion related. to the normal stresses is only a small percentage of

the total deflexion, and hence the d.eflexion effective breadth values
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would. not be of practical importance.

From these observations, values for the in—plane properties of

the web material consistent with those implied. by the elementary theory

of bending were chosen for the subsequent analyses described. in this

chapter. Such values have the additional advantage that only one

element need. be used. over the depth of the webs.

5.3.4 Idealization of diaphragms

To investigate the effect of diaphragm stiffness on effective

breadth values, the box girders described in Sub—section 5.3.2 were

analysed. with an additional diaphragm at the mid—span. In one set

of tests the diaphragms were considered to be made of inch plate.

In a second set of tests the diaphragms were considered to be infinitely

rigid.

It was found that each set of corresponding effective breadth

values obtained at the mid—span for the two types of diaphragm differed

by less than 1.5 per cent. Further, these values and. the corresponding

values obtained. for the box girders that did. not have diaphragms a-b

the mid—span all differed. by less than 4 per cent.

Hence it may be concluded that the stiffness of any diaphragms

present in a box girder bridge need. not be represented accurately in

respect of the determination of effective breac3.ths when the girder is

under syrimetrical (bending) loads. The cuboequent recults given in

this chapter were obtained. assuming diaphragms which were infinitely

rigid in the plane of the diaphragm and which provided no restraint

against warping.
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5.3.5 Idealization of flanges

In the finite element analysis of steel box girder bridges

having stiffened flanges; the flanges could be represented. by

discrete plate and beam elements or by orthotropio plate elements

with constant thickness. To gain an appreciation of the effect of

the two types of idealization on effective breadth values, simply

supported box girders of cross—section 8 and having B/L values of

0.05, 0.20, and 0.40 were analysed using both types of idealization.

In the case of the discrete component idealization, an

eccentric beam element, similar to the one described in Ref. 1.7,

was used to represent the stiffeners, In the case of the

orthotropio plate idealization, the rigidity values were obtained

from the following expressions:
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The reader is referred to the list of notation for the meaning of the•

above symbols. The expressions shown for the extensional rigidities

were given by Morley(41) and those for the flexu.ral rigidities by

Sawko and cope.(42)
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It was found that each set of corresponding effective breadth

values obtained at the mid—span using the two idealizations differed

by less than 1 per cent. Thus it would appear that either of the two

idealizations would have been suitable for ttse in the subsequent part

of the stu&y reported here. However, the ortho-tropio plate idealiza-.

tion was used since it provides results of a more general nature.

5.3.6 Comparison with available solutions

As a final check on the selected finite element idealizations,

simply supported box girders of cross—sections 1 and. 8 and having B/L

values of 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.40 were analysed using the finite

element method and ieohniques proposed by Kond.o et al)and Schade,(35)

The values of the stress effective breadth ratios obtained at the

mid—span are given in Table 5.3. It can be seen that the agreement

between the values given by the various techniciues is satisfactory.

5.4 INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS PARAtETERS ON EFFECTIVE BREADTH

In this section the influence of various significant parameters

on effective breadth values is studied. The box girder bridges used.

in the investigation bad. the cross—sections shown in Fig.5.2. ]xcept

where specified otherwise, the bridges were analysed for a uniform load

over the length of each web and for a point load over each web at the

mid—span. The magnitudes of the loads were selected. to give equal

deflexions of the webs at the mid—span, the necessary calculations

being based on Oden	 in the case of multi—cell bridges. In the

following discussion these two standard cases will be referred. to as

the uniform load case and the point load case.
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5.4.1 Flange orthotropy

For the present study a convenient measure of the orthotropy of

steel flanges is the stiffening factor a, which is defined, as the ratio

of the cross—sectional area of the longitudinal stiffeners within a

breadth of flange B to the cross—sectional area of the associated

flange plate within the breadth B. Figire 5.4 shows the variation of

effective breadth ratios at the mid—span with stiffening factor for

simply supported. box girders having a B/L value of 0.20. It can be

seen that the effective breadth ratios decrease by a significant

amount, in practically a linear manner 0', as the stiffening factor

increases. The reason for this mode of variation would. be  that as

the stiffening factor increases, there is proportionally more extension-

al stiffness available for mobilization by the same shear stiffness.

Another measure of flange orthotropy is given by the ratio of

longitudinal extensional rigidity C to shear rigidity C. It can

be seen -that the plots in Pig.5.4 have been extended out of the rahge

of realistic values of the stiffening factor by using the ratio CjC

as a scale variable. Points in this range could be of practical

importance in the case of cracked reinforced concrete flanges since the

concrete would contribute to the shear stiffness but not to the

extensional stiffness of the flanges.

(b) The plot of stress effective breadth ratios for the point load

case is in fact slightly curved. This would. be due to the additional

effect of the ratio of the flange to web cross—sectional areas,

which will be discussed in Sub—section 5.4.2.
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5.4.2 Cross—sectional dimensions

Simply supported box girder bridges of cross—sections 1 to 10

and. 13 to 15, and having B/L values of 0.05, 0.20, and. 0.40 were

analysed for the two standard load oases. It was found that only the

stress effective breadth values for the point load case were dependent

on ..the cross—sectional dimensions.

It is possible to identify a non—dimensional constant 8 (the

ratio of twice the cross—sectional area of the flange under considera-

tion to the cross—sectional area of the webs) which may be used as a

parameter for quantifying the dependency noted above. A similar

factor was introduced by Schade.	 Tables 5.4 and 5.5 give an

indication of the influence of the factor B on effective breadth values.

5.4.3 Cross—sectional shape

It has been suggested. by Kondo et 	 that the effective

breadth values obtained for a deck plate supported by two main girders

(Fig.5.5(a)) can be used to find, effective breadth values for bridges

of other cross—sectional shapes. The procedure involves applying the

values for the simple cross—sectional shape to the bx'eadths of plate

B1 , B2 ... associated with each web of the bridge, as indicated in

Fig.5.5(b).

To investigate the accuracy of this approach, simply supported.

box girder bridges of cross—sections 13 and. 16 and having B/L ratios

of 0.05, 0.20, and. 0.40 were analysed for the two #tandard, test load.

cases. Table 5.6 gives the values obtained. for the stress effective

breadth ratios at the mid—span. Except -in the case of the outer
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overhanging flanges, these values compare favourably with the corres-

ponding values for single cell box girders (Table 5.3). In making

the comparisons it is important to allow for the effeot of the factor
S

described in Sub—section 5.4.2.

As a further part of the investigation, values of the deflexion

effective breadth ratios at the mid—span were determined for the

single cell box girders. These values were then used. in conjunction

with the elementary theory of bending to determine the mid—span

deflexions of the box girder bridges described in this sub—seotion.

In each case the average deflexion for the webs was slightly over-

estimated; these errors presumably arise becanse the outer overhanging

flanges are not as efficient in resisting the lateral loads as the

flanges of the single cell box girders.

The above observations indicate that the procedure suggested by

Kondo et (modified slightly in the case of outer overhanging

flanges) would be suitable for design office calculations and. it has

been proposed in the design rules of Section 5.5.

5.4.4 Aspect ratio of flange

Values of effective breadth ratios for simply supported box

girders of cross—sections 4 and. 8 are given in Table 5.7, for a range

of aspect ratios of flange (B/L). The previous results of this

section indicate that these values could be used as a basis for

estimating the corresponding values for box girder bridges having

any typical cross—sectional properties. This generalization would,

of course, necessitate the use of modification factors to take into

account the effects of the cross—sectional dimensions and the cross-
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sectional shape on the effective breadth values. Some suitable

values for these factors, based on the results presented in Sub-

sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, are recommended in Section 5.5

The following examples considered in this seôtion indicate

how the values iven in Table 5.7 may be used to estimate effective

breadth values in cases where conditions are different from those

considered so far.

5.4.5 Position of point load.

Simply supported box girders of cross—sections 4 and 8 and

having B/L values of 0.05, 0.20, and 0.40 were analysed for a point

load. over each web at various positions along the span. It was found

that the stress effective breadth ratios at the position of the applied

loads, obtained from the analyses, could be accurately estimated by

using the values given in Table 5.7 in conjunction with a simple

empirical formula (Pig.5.7, case 1). The values obtained from both

the finite element analyses and the formula, for the examples described

above, are given in Table 5.8.

5.4.6 Length of jniform load

Figure 5.6 shows the variation of stress effective breadth ratios

at the mid—span of box girders of cross—section 8 with the length of

centrally located uniform load over each web. Ii can be seen hat

for a girder having a B/L value less than 0.2, the effective breadth

ratio is particularly sensitive to the loaded length when this length

is less than a quarter of tho span. Those observations are of
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practical significance since, in general, loads (including those due

to supports) are subject to some distribution.

5.4.7 Support condition

It would be hardly practicable to provide effective breadth

values for all the support conditions that are likely to occur in

pratice. An alternative approximate approach would be to isolate

portions of the bridge between adjacent points of zero moment and. treat

such portions as simply supported spans. Figure 5.8 shows that

formulae(0) for stress effective breadth ratios based on such an

approach give reliable values.

As a further part of the investigation, the deflexions at the

mid-span of each span of the box girders shown in Fig.5.8 were cal-

culated by applying the elementary theory of bending to a beam of

varying crose-.section, the properties of which were determined. by

considering an effective breadth ratio for each ecjuivalent simply

supported. span. Values of the deflexion effective breadth ratios at

the mid-span for the point load case given in Table 5.7 were used. in

the calculations. In each case the calculated value of the deflexion

and the value given by a finite element analysis differed by less than

5 per cent.

(c) Appendix D dononz-tra-tes some of the detailed. steps that were

used. in deriving the formulae, given in Fig.5.7, by reference to a

propped cantilever.
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In the case of statically indeterminant bridges the question

arises as to what cross-sectional properties should. be assumed for

the purpose of evaluating the distribution of the longitudinal

bending moments. Two simple approaches would be to use either an

unred.uced. cross-section or a varying cross-section based on deflexion

effective breadihe. These approaches were investigated by reference

to the box girders shown in Fig.5.8. The stresses in the webs were

evaluated using the bending moment values obtained by assuming an

uneduced. cross-section and. section modu.li based on the values of the

effective breadth ratios shown in Fig.5.8. For each girder the cal-

culated values were within 3 per cent of the values obtained from the

finite element analyses. Generally, an even better agreement between

each set of values was achieved by using the second approach mentioned.

above for finding the distribution of bending moments.

5.4.8 Web curtailment

Fixed ended box girders of cross-sec'ion 8 over the central bait

span, cross-section 12 over the end quarter spans, an n having B/L

values of 0.05, 0.20, and 0.40 were analysed. for a uniform load over

the length of each outer web and for a point load over each web at

the mid-span. The girders were analysed. both with ' inch thiok

disphragms at the cross-sections at which the, middle webs were

curtailed, and. without these diaphragms present.

The values of the stress effective breadth ratios associated with

the outer webs at the mid-span and. at the supports are given in Table

5.9. 1j can be seen 'that the values at the mid-span are not affected.
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by the presence of the curtailed webs and that the values at the

supports are only affected when diaphragms are provided. The

diaphragms have an influence on the results because they cause some

of the shear forces to be transferred from the outer webs to the

central webs.

5.4-.9 Position in span

Figures 5.9 to 5.15 show longitudinal plots of çffeotive breadth

ratios for box girders of cross—section 8 having various support and

load conditions. It can be seen that:

(i) The stress effective breadth ratios decrease rapidly in the

region of point loads or near the support regions.

(ii) The stress effective breadth ratios are praotieally constant

over the distance along which uniformly distributed loads are applied,

except in a region of zero moment • In the case of the fixed ended

uniformly loaded box girders, the plots of effective breadth ratioe

asymptote to non—realistic values in the region of the points of zero

moment. Yui1le	 noted that this was basically due to anomalies in

the concept of an effective breadth. In general, the stresses in øuoh

regions would not be of practical importance and the adoption of any

sensible value for the effective breadths would suffice.

(iii) The deflexion effective breadth ratios are reasonably constant

over the length or the girders irrespective of the type of loading. -

55 PROPOSALS FOR DESIGN RULES

Thie section gives proposals for design clauses on the effective
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breadth of box girder bridge flangea. 	 The proposals are based

on the results contained in this chapter:

Numbering systems separate from those used. elsewhere in this

thesis have been adopted. for the proposed rules to'enable them to

be treated as a separate entity.

-	 EFFECTIVE BRE.ADTHS OF FLANGES

1.	 General

(i) Allowance for the action of in—plane shear sirain 	 in flanges

should be made by determining effective flange broadths to replace

actual flange breadths, in calculations based on the elementary

theory of bending, as follows.

(ii) The total effective breadth should be taken as the sum of the

effective breadths of the portions of flange on each side of each

web. ' The effective breadth of each portion should be taken ass

YB	 for portions between webs

0.85 'VB for protions projecting beyond an outer web

where

'V is an effective breadth ratio determined from the following clauses

-	 (a.) These clauses have been incorporated in the design rules iseudd.

by the Committee of Investigation into the Design and. Erection of

Steel Box Girder Bridgea.

(e) A description of the action of in—plane shear strain is given in

Section 5.1.
(f) This recommendation is supported by the results presented in

Sub—section 5.4.3.

(g) The value of 0.85 was obtained from a consideration of the results

presented in Sub—section 5.4.3.
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B is half the distance between web centre lines or the distance

between a web centre line and the free edge of a flange at the
I

level of the mid—plane of the flange under consideration

2.	 Effective brea&th ratios for stress calculations

(i) For simply supported girders, the value of 1! should be

dtermined from Table EBl(1, subject to the provisions of other

relevant clauses of this section.

Table EB1. Effective breadth ratios (14) for box girders

cLo0nad1?oQn	 Point load at mid-Span	 Uniform load over L

Section being	 Mid-s ag	 Quarter-span	 Mid-Span to	 Support of
considered	 to Support	 quarter-span	 Simple span

0	 1	 7	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1

0	 1-00 100 1-00 1-00	 100 1-00 1-00 1O0

0. 05	 0-60 075 100 1-00 098 0-97 0-64 077

0-10	 0-67 059 1 .00 099 095 0-89 0-70 0-60

0-20	 0-49 040 098 0-84 0-81 0-67 0-52 0-38

0-30	 0-35 0-30 0-82 0-61 0-65 0-48 040 0-29

0-40	 0-30 023 0-63 0-44 0-50 0-35 0.32 022

0-50	 0.24 0-16 0-47 033 038 0-27 0-27 018

060	 0•19 0-14 0-36 0-26 029 0-22 0-22 015

070	 0-16	 011	 029 0-21	 024 0-18	 0 . 19 0-12

080	 0-14	 0-10 0-23 0-16	 0-20 016	 0-16 011

0- gO	 0.13	 0-09 0-20 0-16	 0-17 0-14	 0.14 010

1-00	 0.12	 0-08 0-19 0-14	 0-16	 0-12	 0-12 0-09

(h) The values of V given in the first six columns of Table EBi

were obtained from Table 5.7, while those in the last two columns

were obtained by means of plots of the type shown in Figs 5.9 and.

5 • 10.
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In Table EB1

B is as defined previously

L is the distance between adjacent points at which the bending

moment is zero	 S

a is the ratio of the cross—sectional area of the longitudinal

stiffeners within a breadth B of flange to the cross—sectional

area of the associated flange plate within the same breadth

(ii) Values of 'V for B/L values	 and a vaiues 3 intermediate

to those given in Table EB1 may be obtained by linear interpolation.

(iii)When a concrete deck acts in conjunction with a stiffened

flange the a value should be based. on an equivalent thickness of

flange equal to the sum of the thickness of the steel plate and. i/rn

times the thickness of the concrete (where m is the modular ratio).

The longitudinal reinforcement bars in the concrete zhould be treated

in the same way as the longitudinal flange ctiffenera)

(i) The interval of the B/L values was selected. so that it was

possible to make thio recommendation.

(j) This recommendation is supported by the results presented in

Sub—section 5.4.1.
(k) This approach would. always give a value of a greater than or

equal to zero. In the case of cracked concrete it is possible to

envisage conditions in which the value of the ratio of the longitudinal

extensional rigidity C -to the shear rigid.ityC for the flange would

be smaller than that corresponling to a equal -to zero. Thus strict

application of the clause would. be conservative. The designer could

allow for this by extrapolating the values given in Table EB1 out of

the range of realistic values of a by using the ratio cjc as a

scale variable, as indicated. in Fig.5.4.
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(iv) Values of 'V at the mid—span fox' a point load, at the mid—span

should be multiplied by the actor(1)

(1.08 - 0.04	 )

where

is the total cross—sectional area of the entire flange plate

being considered plus the cross—sectional area of the associated

longitudinal s'tiffeners

is the total cross—sectional area of the web plates at the same•

cross—section

(v) For point loads at positions other than the mid—span position

the value of 'V at the point of application of the load should be

calculated according to the foxmula(m)

2'V	
+! (L—x))2x	 2

where

'V2x and 'V2(L—x) are the values of 'V, given by the preceeding clauses,

at the mid—span for a point load at the mid—span

with B/L equal to B/2x and. B/2(L—x) respectively

x	 is the shortest distance from an end of the span

to the point of application of the load.

B and L	 are as defined previously	 -

(1) This factor was obtained from a consideration of the results

presented in Sub—section 5.4.2.
(m) This recommendation is supported. br.the results presented in

Sub—section 5.4.5.
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(vi) In the case of a uniformly distributed loading over the length

of the span, the values of 'I' may be assumed as constant between the

mid—span and. the quarter—span positions. Values of '1 between the

quarter—span positions and the supports may be obtained by linear

interpoiationo"

(vii) In the case of a point loading, the values of 'V may be assumed

tc ;a linearly, over a distance equal to a quarter of the span on

each side of the load, between the value obtained at the point of

application of the load to the value given by the proceeding clauses

for the quarter—span with a point load at the mid—span. This latter

value may also be assumed to apply over the remainder of the span.(0)

(viii)Values of 'V for a uniformly distributed loading over the length

of the span, given by the preceeding clauses, may be used when loads

are uniformly distributed. over half the span or more. For loads

uniformly distributed over less than half the span, the value of 'V

at any cross—section should. be calculated. according to the formula

U	 P	 *
_ y )

(zi) This recommendation is supported by the results presented in

Sub—section 5.4.9.
• (o) This recommendation is supported by the results presented in

Sub—section 5.4.9. It gives conservative values for positions near

the point of application of the load for flanges having values of B/Ia
less than 0.2.

(p) This recommendation is supported. by the results presented in Sub-

sections 5.4.6 and 5.4.9.
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where

are the values of V given by the preceed.ing clauses for
S

the uniform and. point load cases, respectively, at the

cross—section being considered

L
	

is he length of the uniformly distributed load

L
	

is as defined previously

(ix) The value of 'Y to be considered when different systems of loads

exist at the same time, which, if they acted independently would cause.

bending moments M1 , M2 , •..., M and involve effective breadth ratios

of	 '2	 "	 should be calculated, according to the for ulal)

+	 + .... +

M M	 M1+ a+ ....+ n

1	 2	 n

(x) For other than simply supported girders, the receeding clauses

may be used to determine effective bread,ths by treating each.portion

of girder between adjacent points of zero morient as an equivalent

simply supported. span. In the special case of a portion of span

between a fixed end and a point of zero moment, the position of an

(q,) This recommendation is supported by the work presented in Appendix

E. The formula can be particularly useful in the determination of

effective bread.ths of girders that are not siriply supported (see C]ause

2(X) and. Appendix D). It should be noted that in certain oases the

application of this design rule can give values of that exceed unity.

Consider, for example, the value of '' at the mid—length of a uniformly

loaded cantilever having a value of B/L less -than 0.6. In such cases,

the finite element method also cives values of 'V that exceed unity;

this is because the maximum loigitudinal stress in the flange does not

occur at the web—flange junction.
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additional fictitious point of zero moment may be obtained by assuming

the existence of a symmetrical span about the fixed. end.'

(xi) For the purpose of calculating the bending moments along the

length of a statically indeterminant girder, the properties of the

unred.uced cross—section may be used.

3. - Effective breadth ratios for d.eflexion calculations

(i) For simply supported. girders, the breadth of flange that can be

taken as effective over the length of the girder should be taken as

equal to the value given in Table EB1 for the quarter span with a

uniformly distributed ioad.ing.(t)

(ii) For other than simply supported girders, clause 3(i) should be

applied using the technique described. in Clause

(r) This recommendation is supported. by the results presented. in

Sub—section 5.4.7. It may be that the code being drafted. by the

B/l16 Subcommittee on composite bridges will • includ.e tables of effective

breadth ratio values for a number of special cases, such as cantilever

girders and. two span girders. Such values can readily be obtained. from

formulae of the type given in Fig.5.7. These formulae were obtained

by using the techniques described in Clauses 2(u) and. 2(x) (See

AppendixD).

(s) This recommendation is supported. by the results presented. in Sub-
section 5.4.7.

(t) It can be seen from Table 5.7 that the values of 'V for deflexion

calculations correspond. closely to the values of 'V for stress calcula-

tions at the quarter—span when the girders are under a uniformly dis-

tributed. load. This recommendation is further supported by the results
presented. in Sub—section 5.4.9.
(u) Thi recommendation is supported by the results presented. in Sub-

section 5.4.7.
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5.6 CONCLUSIONS

(i) The shear lag phenomenon in steel box girder bridges has been

studied by means of the finite element method, the analyses being

made using the element Q43 (Chapter 3).

(ii) The concepts of stress effective breadth and. deflexion effective

breadth (Section 5.2) have been used. as a basis for quantifying the

influence of shear lag on the behaviour of a girder. From the results

of the study ii is apparent that:

(a) The effective breaciths of a flange are significantly dependent

on the plan dimensions of the girder (Table 5.7).

(b) The effective bread.ths of a flange are dependent on the ratio

of stiffener area to plate area in the flange (Fig.5.4).

(c) The effective breadths of a flange are virtually independent of

the ratio of flange area to web area, except for the stress effective

breadth at a cross—section under a point load. (Tables 5.4 and 5.5).

(ci) The effective bread.ths of a flange of a multi—cell box or a

multi—box system can be estimated using those of single cell box

girders.

(e) For a simply supported girder under a uniformly distributed load,

the stress effective breadth of a flange at the mid—span becomes

smaller as the load. is more nearly concentrated towards the mid—span

(Fig .5. 6). A movement of the point load away from the mid—span

reduces till further the cffective breadth of the flange at the

loaded cross—section (Table 5.8).

(f) The stress effective breadth of a flange decreases rapidly in

the region of a point load or a support (Figs 5.12 and. 5.13).
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(g) For a simply supported girder under a uniformly distributed load,

-the stress effective breadth of a flange is practically constant over

the leng'th of the girder, except near the supports ( pigs 5.9 and 5.10).

(ii) For a simply supported girder, the deflexion effective bread.-th of

a flange is practically independent of the position along the span and.

the type of loading (Figs 5.14 and. 5.15).

(i)- The effective 'breadtha.of a flange of a continuous girder can be

conveniently estimated by treating each portion of girder between

adjacent points of zero moment as an equivalent simply supported span.

(iii)For the statically indeterminatit girders considered in the -tudy,

it was, found that a good estimate of the longitudinal bending moment

distribution could be obtained from the engineering theory of bonding

using the properties of the unreduoed cross-section.

(iv) Design rules have been formulated on the basis of the results of

the study. These rules can be used to obtain an estimate of the

variation of the stress and deflexion effective bread-ths along the span

of a box girder bridge 'having any practical plan dimensions, cross-

sectional properties, support conditions, and load distribution.

(v) Although -the rules can be used. to obtain a comprehensive knowledge

of -the effect of shear lag on the behaviour of a bridge, in general, it

should be only necessary to consider this effect for a limited number

of conditions. For example, during the preliminary design stage of a

bridge, it is likely that the designer would need. only consider the

effect of shear lag on the longitudinal stresses in the region of

internal supports with the bridge under loads that approximate a uni-

formly distributed load.
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CHAPTER 6.

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SOME AZPECTS OF THE INCOMPLETE

INTERACTION PIIENOMEITON IN COMPOSITE BOX GIRDER BRIDGES

6 • 1 INTRODUCTION

In a box girder bridge of the type considered in Chapter 4,

the., concrete slab is likely to be connected to the steel plate by

some natural bond. However, this natural bond. may not exist

throughout the life of the bridge and. consequently the mechanicalS

shear connectors should be designed to resist all the interface

forces arising from composite action between the concrete slab and.

the steel plate. Such forces result from both the longitudinal

bending of the bridge and. the local bending of the top flange.

Since the shear connectors are of finite stiffness, these

forces will cause some relative movement between the concrete slab

and the steel plate. This movement may cause the bridge to behave

somewhat differently from one having complete interaction. However,

little is known about the actual effects of this movement; the only

published. information appears to be that given by Clarke and Morley

in a recent paper(32) which was primarily concerned with the local

bending behaviour of composite plates.

The work described in this chapter was therefore undertaken with

a view to examining some aspects of the longitudinal bend.ing behaviour

of oomposite.box girder bridges. The analytical techniques described.

in Chapter 4 were employed in obtaining the results presented here.
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6 • 2 DETAILS OF GIR3YIiRS USED IN STUDY

The study reported. here employed several girders having the

cross-sections shown in Fig.6.1 and having decks of breadth to

length ratio (B/L) of 0.05 or 0.20. The girders were considered.

to be simply supported. and. to have en4 diaphragms of infinite in-i

plane stiffness.

Details of the shear connoxions in the top flange of the

girders are given in Table 6.1. The shear oonnexion•Il was designed.

in accordance with CP117: part 2: 	 to accommodate the longi-

tudinal interface shear forces that would. be  developed. by the maximum

point load which could be placed at the mid-span of the girders

having a B/L value of 0.05. 1t was assumed that the shear connexion

would be provided by - by 4 in. headed studs; the value of the slip

modulus for such connectors given in Ref.45 (Fig.24) was used. in

calculating the slip modulus per unit length of the shear connexion

Il. The shear connexions 12 to 14 were assumed to.bave the same

slip modulus as the shear connexion Ii, but different proportions

of the total number of connectors placed directly over the webs.

The shear connexion 15 was arbitrarily assumed to have a 50 per cent

greater slip modulus than the shear connexion 14. The shear connexion

C was selected. to have a slip modulus which, for all practical purposes,

ensured complete interaction between the concrete slab and the steel

plate. In all cases, the connectors were considered. to be evenly

spaced along the length of the girders and, iii the case of the sheaf

connexions C and 12 to 15, the connectors distributed over the flange
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were considered. to be evenly spaced 'in the transverse direction.

It should be noted that the girders only approximately

represent those 000urriligin practice, some sirnplifications having

been made for the purpose of the stu&y.

6.3 PRLIMINA.RY INVESTIGATION

This section describes a preliminary investigation that waa

carried out in order to determine finite element idealizations that

would. be suitable for use in studying the longitudinal bending

behaviour of composite tee and. single cell box girders. Also, the

results of the investigation are used. to ascertain the existence

of any similarities in the behaviour of the two types of girder.

For the purpose of the investigation, the girders having the shear

connezions C and. 14 were analysed for a ui1form load over the length

of each web and. for a point load over each web at the mid—span.

6.3.1 Finite element idealizations	 -

In obtaining the finite element solutions, the girders were

idealized, as follows:

(i) In the case of the tee girders, the concrete slab and the steel

plate were represented by R5 elements (see Section 4.2), while the

web plate was represented by line eiements.'

(ii) In the case of the box girders, the concrete slab and the top

steel flange plate were represented by R6 elements (see Section 4.2),

while the webs and. the bottom flange were represented by Q33 elements

(see Section 3.1).
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(iii) In both cases, the shear connexion betueen the concrete slab

and. the steel plate was represented. by linkage elements (see

Section 4.2) that allowed. slip in the plane of the interface. (It

was assumed that uplift forces, which are discussed in Ref.46,

would. be resisted by the cormectors without separation, and. would

not affect the behaviour of the girders.)

The girders were each analysed. using øeveral different mesh

schemes. (The line eiement 	 used in the analysis of the tee

girders is based. on the assumptions of the elementary theory of

bending. For the sake of consistency, the webs of the box girders

were also assumed. to behave in accordance with this theory, and

-	 hence in all the di.acretizations of the boxes only one element was

used. over the depth of the webs (see Section 5.3).) it was found.

that for each girder a subdivision of the flango as ho;n in

Fig.6.2 gave values of the maximum d.eflexion, longitudinal plate

stress component, longitudinal slab stress component, and longitu-

dinal connector force component that were within 8 per cent of those

obtained. using finer mesh schemes. Accordingly, all the subsequent

results given in this chapter were obtained. using the mesh division

shown in Fig.6.2.

6.3.2 Types of girder cross—section

Some of the results obtained from the analyses referred to in

Sub—section 6.3.1 are given in Table 6.2. These results illustrate

the markedly similar effect the introduction of a flexible shear

connexion has on the longitudinal bending behaviour of composite tee

and. box girders. In view of this similarity, and in view of the
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fact that the idealization of a tee—section r.equires the use of

fewer nodes than a box—section, the examples given in the remainder

of this chapter have beenbased. on the tee—section only.

6.4 INPIJUENCE OF SNEAR CONNECTOR FLEXIBILITY A1D DISTRIBUTION

ON GIRDER BEHAVIOUR

To investigate the influence of the shear connector flexibility

and distribution on the longitudinal bending behaviour of composite

girders, the tee girders described in Section 6.2 were analysed for

a uniform load over the length of the web and for a point load over

the web at the mid—span. Some of the results are presented in this

section. In general, the results for the girders with incomplete

interaction (shear connexions I]. to 15) have been given as a ratio

of the corresponding results for the girders with complete interaction

(shear connexion c).

6.4.1 Deflexions

The values of the deflexiona at the centre of the various

girders are given in Table 6.3. It can be seen that for those girders

in which the connectors are concentrated. over the web, the connector

flexibility does not greatly affect the deflexions. However, as the

proportion of the total number of connectors placed directly over

the web is decreased, the deflexions of the shorter girders (B/L=iO.20)

are significantly affected, although those of the longer girders

(B/L.o.O5) are not. This is because less shear is transmitted across

the flange of the ithorter girders, as a result of shear lag, and.

hence less force can be transmitted through the connectors distributed
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over the flange. Finally, it is interesting to note that the corres-

ponding deflexions of the girders having the shear connexions 14 and

15 are not markedly different.

6.4.2 Stresses

The values of the maximum longitudinal extensional stresses for

the concrete slab and. the steel plate at the centre of the various

girders are given in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. It can be seen that the

variation of these stresses with the type of shear oorinexion shows

similar trends to that of the mid—span deflexiona (Table 6.3).

However, the trends are more marked in the case of the stresses.

This is because the loss of interaction between the slab and. the

plate affects the upper section modulus of a cross—section to a

greater extent than the moment of inertia of the cross—section.

Fu.rther, for the point load cases shear lag action would. particularly

reduce the effectiveness of the connectors distributed. over the

flange in the vicinity of the load, and. this local effect would influence

the mid—span stresses more than the c3eflexions.

6.4.3 Effective breadth ratios

The values of the stress effective breadth ratios for the concrete

slab and. the steel plate at the mid—span of the various girders are

given in Tables 6.6 and 6.7. It can be seen that the effective breadth

ratios for the girders having the shear connexions C and. Ii are almost

identical to those given by the design rules proposed in Section 5.5;

the slightly higher values obtained. in this investigation for the point
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load, case would. be at least partly due to the coarser idealizations

used in the present analyses. It can a].sobe seen that for the

flexible connexions, as the proportion of the total number of

connectors placed directly over the web is decreased; the effective

bread.th ratios for the slab increaèe whereas those for the plate

decrease. These trends are due to horizontal shear being transmitted

from the plate to the slab through the connectors distributed over

the flange.

6.4.4 Shear connector forces

The values of the forces in the shear connectors directly over

the web at the quarter-span and. support sections of the various

girders are given in Table 6.8. These values suggest that the pro-

portion of the longitudinal shear force taken by the connectors over

the web depends primarily on the proportion of the total number of

connectors placed directly over the web. It appears to be relatively

independent of the typo of load, the position along the girder, and.

the total slip modulus of the connectors for practical values of the

total slip modulus. Further, analyses which employed girders identical

to those with the shear connexion 14 but having a 4 in. thick concrete

slab gave practically the same results as those presented in Table 6.8.

It should be recalled also 'that the tests described. in Sub-section

6.3.1 showed that practical variations in the spacing of the connectors

distributed over the flange of a girder only slightly affect the pro-

portion of the longitudinal shear force carried by the connectors

directly over the web.
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The distributions of the connector forces across the flange

at the quarter—span and support sections of the various girders

are shown in Figs 6.3 to 6.6. The force F in the connectors has

been presented in the following non—dimensional forms

F K
-	 TC a

where

Kr0 is the total slip modulus of the transverse row of connectors

at the oross—section being considered

FTC is the total longitudinal shear force that would occur in the

row of connectors if all the connectors in the girder were

infinitely stiff

K8 is the slip modulus of the connector being considered

It can be seen that, in all cases, 'r for the longitudinal forces

in the connectors varies almost parabolically from a maximum value A

at the web to a value that is generally between O.05A and O.1OA at

the edge of the flange. It should be noted that the curves for the

girders having the same proportion of the total number of connectors

placed directly over the web are all very similar. The distributions

of Y for the transverse forces in the connectors do not exhibit any

such regalar pattern.

The total longitudinal force occurring in each row of conneotors

was obtained and compared with the force FTC. Except for the rows in

the immediate vicinity of a point load, it was found that in each case

the total longitudinal force was within 15 per cent of FTC.
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On the basis of the observations made in this sub—section, a

formula has been proposed for predicting the distribution of the

longitudinal forces in the connectors of a tee girder of practical

proportions (see Section 6.5).

6.5 PROPOSALS FOR DESIGN RULES

It is clear from the examples discussed in Section 6.4 that

the nearer the shear connectors are to the web of a composite

girder, the more efficient they are in resisting the longitudinal

shear force that is developed when the girder undergoes deformation.

Further, the behaviour of the girders having large B/L values is

significantly affected by -the distribution of the connectors,

whereas that of the girders having small B/L values is not. It

therefore seems appropriate that the connectors designed to transmit

the longitudinal shear force should be confined to a region bounded

by two lines parallel to the web. The diøtanoe of each line from

the web should. reflect the B/L value of the girder, and hence it

could be conveniently specified in terms of an effective breadth

value for the flange. However, no specifio distance wi].l be recommend-

ed here since further numerical tests would be necessary before a

reliable value could be established.

An estimate of the longitudinal shear force F occurring in a

connector on the flange of a composite tee girder, as a result o±

longitudinal bending of the girder, mar be obtained from the following
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formula: a)

C FTC K A
F-

where

[0.95 
X	 + 0.05]

C	 is a coefficient selected so that the sum of F for the row

of connectors at the cross-section being considered is equa1

toFTC

FTC is the total longitudinal shear force that would occur in the

row of connectors assuming complete interaction

is the slip modulus of the connector

is the total slip modulus of the row of connectors

is a constant depending on the ratio of the slip modulus of

the connector directly over the web at the cross-section to

K, and. should be obtained. from Fig.6.7

(a) This formula was obtained by first assuming that the variation

of F KrJFTC K8 across the girder could be expressed as a parabola

having a value of A at the web, a value of 0.05A at the flange edge,

and zero slope at the flange edge. The resulting equation was then

re-arranged to give an expression for F, and. the coefficient C was

introduced..

(b) The curve shown in this figure is based on the values given in

Table 6.8 for the girders having a B/L value' of 0.05 and. the shear

connexions Ii to 14. To obtain the curve, the connector forces were

multiplied by Krs/Ks , K3 being the slip modulus of the connector

over the web.
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B	 is the distance between the web centre.line and a free edge

of the flange

x	 is the distance from the free edge of the flange to the

connector

Curves plotted according to the above formula are shown in Figs 6.3

to 6.6. It is likely that this formula could also be applied to

multi—web girders provided that each web and. the associated portions

of flange are treated separately in a manner similar to that described

in Sub—section 5.4.3. However, further studies will have to be carried

out in order to confirm the validity of this suggestion.

Appreciable transverse shear forces can sometimes occur in the

connectors of a composite girder when it is subjected to longitudinal

bending loads (see Sub—section 6.4.4). However, the limited number

or e.aznploe considered. here have not provided sufficient information

for the formulation of a design rule which could be used in estimat-

ing these forces.

It should be mentioned that in cases where some connectors are

placed directly over the webs of a composite girder, and where

sufficient connectors are provided to limit the connector forces to

within the allowable values specified in CP117: part 2: 1967, it is

likely that a specification of the type recommended in the first

paragraph of this section would be automatically satisfied.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

Ci) The finite e1eient techniques described, in Chapter 4 have been

used. to stu&y some aspects of the effect of shear connector flexibi-
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].ity on the longitudinal bonding behaviour of girders having

composite flanges.

(ii) From the results of the study, it is apparent that the overall

longitudinal bending behaviour of a composite girdez is significantly

dependent on themanner in which the shear connectors are distributed

across the flange of the girder (Tables 6.3 to 6.7). It appears that

the connectors provided to resist the longitudinal sh'ar forces in

a girder should be confined to the regions of flange immediately

adjacent to each web, and that the width of these regions should

reflect the B/L value of the flange. It was not possible, however,

to establish a definite relationship from the limited number of oases

considered in this chapter.

(iii) It has been shown that when a compo5ite girder is subjected

to loiiitudj.ual bending and the proporti 	 '- 'otal numbor ofvu OL UL&U I.

shear connectors placed directly over the webs is decreased, ihe

forces occurring in those connectors remaining over the webs increase

significantly (Table 6.8). Nevertheless, appreciable longitudinal

and. lateral forces can also occur in the connectors distributed over

the flange. A simple rule for estimating the magnitude of such

longitudinal forces has been presented (Section 6.5).

(iv) It should be emphasized that the number of variables considered

in this study has been kept to a minimum in order that a clear

understanding of the behaviour of the girders could be obtained. It

is intended that further variables will be considered in subsequent

studies.
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OflAPTER 7.

GENERAL CONClUSIONS

7.1 SUMNARY OF WORE

The work described herein on the linear static analysis of

box girder bridges has involved:

(i) .. the development of a general purpose finite element computer

program ICSAS (see Chapter 2)

(ii) the development of several special purpose elements for the.

efficient analysis of box girder bridges (see Chapter 3) and for

use in the analysis of composite box girder bridges having either

complete or incomplete interaction at the concrete—steel interfaces

(see Chapter 4); these elements have been incorporated in the program

ICSAS

(iii) the use of the program ICSAS in a parametric study of the shear

lag phenomenon in steel box girders (see Chapter 5) and of the in-

complete interaction phenomenon in composite box gizder bridges (see

Chapter 6); the results of these studies have been used as a basis

for the formulation of design rules.

7.2 CONCLUDflIG REMARKS

The finite element method has proved to be suitable for the

linear static analysis of any box girder bridge, irrespective of its

complexity. Therefore, the method provides the basis for a valuable

research and design tool.

It should be emphasized, however, that the computer cost involved

in the finite element analysis of a box girder bridge is often con-

siderable, even with the availability of special elements such as
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those presented. in Chapter 3. Thus, there i8 still a need. for

alternative procedures for assessing the structural behaviour

of this type of bridge.

One important application of the finite element method has

been its use in tnumerical experiments', the results of which

have enabled the development and. verification of such alternative

procedures. For example, in addition to the two parametric studies

reported. in Chapters 5 and 6, the program ICSAS has been used

recently in studies, commissioned by the Committee of Investigation

into the Design and. Erection of Steel Box Girder Bridges, 	 that

have lead to:

(i) the determination of the types of box girder bridge that are

amenable to analysis by the beam on elastic foundation analogy

(ii) the formulation of design rules for estimating the stresses

in the diaphragms of steel box girder bridges

The procedures of the finite element method for linear statio

analysis can be utilised. in conjunction with one of' several iterative

schemes to incorporate the effects of geometrical and. material non—

linearity. However, the practical application of these techniquee

to box girder bridges, especially in the case of the complete

structure, is generally limited by computer coats. Nevertheless,

at the present rate of development in computer technology, coat

should not continue to be an obstacle and. the finite element method.

will, presumably, contribute further to the engineer's knowledge

on the structural behaviour of box girder bridges.
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APPENDIX A.

DERIVATION OF STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR ELEMENT Q40

The element Q40 has at each of its four nodes the degrees of

freedom u, v, f
, 

and	 where u and v ar'e translations parallel

to the x and y axes, respectively, of the element. The element d18-

placement functions, expressed in terms of the generalized co-ordinates

and i (Fig. 3.2), take the form

u - a1 + a2 + a3 +
	 2 +
	 + a6 + an +

V - a9 + a1 + a11 + a12 + a13 + a14 3 + a15 2 +

where a1 to a16 are arbitrary coefficients.

For a quadrilateral, the x, y co-ordinates are conveniently

related to the , r co-ordinates by the following expressions:

x	 {(l-)(l-r)x. + (l+)(l-)x. + (1+)(l+n)xk +

y - I (l-)(l-n)y1 + (l+ )( l-n)Y	 + (l+)(l+11)yk + ( l)(l+n)y1}

Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to express u and v in terms of

x and y, the derivation of the stiffness matrix given here has been

carried out in terms of the generalized co-ordinates.

The stiffness matrix [K] of the element can be obtained using the

standard equation'9

[K]	 ([C]1)t 
(ff[Q]t 

[D] [Q] dxdy)



where

= [c] (a)

r.

vi

()
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The following paragraphs indicate procedures by means of which

the matrices appearing in the above equation may be evaluated.

The matrix [C] relates the nodal parameter vector {tS} to the

coefficient vector {c&} according to the equation

{6}

.

au

The term	 can be obtained using the chain rule for partial

derivatives as follows:

=	 +

=	 +
ay ar,

from which

	

- I	 z -
ax	 J	 ar,	 ar,
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where J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix

ar	 an

Similarly

•	 -
i 'aa	 ana

By using the above expressions, it is possible to obtain the matrix [cJ

and hence its inverse, for which a numerical procedure is necessary.

The rigidity matrix [DJ relates the stress resultant vector ta}

to the strain vector (c} according to the equation

{a} - •[D] {c}

For an orthotropic plate with principal directions of orthotropy

coinciding with the x and y axes of the element, this relationship takes

the standard form

0

ah j?. -	 C1	 C	 0

I' hi	 0	 0	 C	 ly I
jY)	 xy	

L)

where

C	 - Eh/(l — v v )
x	 x	 xy yx

C	 - Eh/(l — v V )
y	 y	 xy yx

C	 - Ch
xy

C1 - v Eh/(l — v v )
xy y	 xy yx

En the above expressions E and	 are the elastic moduli, G is the
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shear modulus, and v and v are the Poisson's ratios of the element,

with respect to the x and y axes.

The matrix [Q] relates the strain vector (€} to the coefficient

vector {ci} according to the equation

{e} - [Q] {ct}

FoLlowing the procedure used in obtaining the expressions for	 and

the expressions for the individual strain components are obtaiiied as

i. auau
£ - - -
	 aan aiaax

i. avax_..!ax.-	 -	 (j5	 ani'

au av
I	 =xy	 ay	 ax	 J a aTi	 a a	 a 3	 a,i a'

Hence the matrix [Q] can be obtained.

Before the integration can be carried out, the element of area

dxdy must also be expressed in terms of the 	 co-ordinates using the

expression dxdy	 J ddr, and the limits of integration changed to

-1 and +1 in both variables (Ref. 9,pp. 142). The actual integration

can be simply achieved using the Gaussian quadrature formula (Ref. 9,

pp . 146).

For a rectangular or parallelogrammic element, it is only

necessary to use four pivotal points in each direction in order to

obtain a stiffness matrix identical to that obtained by explicit

integration. However, as the shape of the element deviates from that

of a parallelogram, more pivotal points are required for the result of
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the integration to converge. For an element of the most general shape

likely to be encountered in a practical mesh, it was found necessary

to use six pivotal points in each direction.

Finally, it should be noted that following the evaluation of

the nodal parameters, the stress resultant vector {o} can be obtained

from the expression

{o}	 [D] [Q] [c] 1 {ts}
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APPENDIX B.

DERIVATION OF STIFFNESS MATRICES FOR ELEMENTS T30 AND T40

The elements T30 and T40 were primarily developed for use with

the elements Q30 and Q40, respectively, in a mesh scheme of the type

shown. in Fig. 3.3. For this reason, the formulation of the element

stiffness matrices is given here for the limiting case of a right-

angled triangle (Fig. Bl). The generalization of the elements to the

case of a general triangle can be achieved using a procedure similar

to that described in Appendix A.

Since the element T30 is a special case of the element T40,

the latter will be considered first. The element T40 has the degrees

of freedom u, v, .!, and , where u and v are translations parallel to

the x and y axes, respectively, of the element. The element displace-

ment functions take the form

U - a1 + a2X + a3y + cg4x2 + a5xy + ci6x3

V - a7 + a8x + ct 9y + a10x2 + a11xy + a12x3

where a1 to a12 are arbitrary coefficients.

The stiffness matrix [k of the element can be obtained using

the standard equation9

[k]	 ([C])t (ff{Q]t [DJ [q J dx dy) [c]

The following paragraphs define the matrices appearing in the above

equation.



a1

a3

(a)
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The matrix [ci relates the nodal parameter vector 1S} to the

coefficient vector {a} according to the equation

{6}	 [cJ {ct}

S

which may be inverted and written in the form

a4

a5

a6

a7

a8

a9

a10

a11

a12

1. 00000000000

000 1 00000000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0000

-	 0 000000 0 -2 3
a	 aa2	 a

0 0	 0 0 0 0000k

0 0 1 -2 0 0	 0 0 0 0-	 --
a	 a a	 a

0 1 0000 0 00000

00 1 000000000

0 0 0 0 0000

0	 0 0 -- ! 0 0 0 0 0

	

2 a	 2 a
a	 a

0 0	 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0	 0

	

2 1	 0 0 -2 1

	

0—-- .	•00000--

	

a a	 a a

U.

V.
1.

,

'ax

U.
J

V.
J

(3V

.3

'ax'3

Uk

Vk

(av
axk

(3u)

k



bC2,5	 a

22k45 - ja
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The rigidity matrix {D] relates the stress resultant vector a}

to the strain vector {} according to the equation {a}	 ED] {c}, the

expanded form of which is given in Appendix A.

The matrix [Q] relates the strain vector (c} to the coefficient

vector (ct} according to the equation

{c} - [Q] {ct}

By ;irtue of the prescribed displacement functions, this equation takes

the form

I
[olo2xy3x20000 0 O]('s

1	 V	
000 00 0001 Ox 0	 (b)-

I au aV	
0 0 1 0 x 0 0 1 0 2x y 3x2J	 ijri •-) L

The non-zero terms of the symmetric matrix

[] - ff[Q]t 
[D] [Q] dx dy

are as follows:

k2,2 - i-abC	 -	 I-2	 x	 xy

(c)

-	 12
k2,4	 a bC

3	 x - 1a3bC4,4	 3	 x

= 4 a bC
x

12
a bCk3,5 -	

xy

= -(abC +a3 bC )5,5	 12	 x	 xy

34k4,6 - 1-ia bC
x



k5,6

, 8

, 8

9

k6 ,
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132- —a b C20	 x

1- —abC2	 xy

1- —abC2	 xy

-	 a2 b C1

13- 1a bC1

1c310 - .ka2bC

- !a2bC
3	 xy

	

k2,1.1 -	 a2bC1

	

-	 a3bC1

	l(6,11 -	 a4bC1

	

=	 a2bC

.j(a3 bC+abC )xy

	

-	 a4bCxy

	

k1.0,12 -	 a4bCxy

1(12,12 - xy

k66	 -	 a5bCx

12a bCic5,8	 •- •	 )C)T

1(2 , 9	 = 4abC1

k59	 - *ab2Ci

- 1abC9,9	 2	 y

a	 Ck5,1.0 -	 xy

i10,10 -4a3bCxy

-	 ab2C3,11.	 xy

122
5,11	 ja b ( +C )1	 xy

1(811	 *ab2Cxy

1 2 b 2 C-	 a

1a3bC3,12	 4	 xy

k8,12 -	 a bC4	 xy

=
11,12	 a3 b2 Cxy
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Finally, it should be noted that following the evaluation of the

nodal parameters, the stress resultant vector {a} can be obtained from

the expression

(a) - [DI IQ] [cJ	 (6)

The element T30 has three degrees of freedom u, v, and at

each node and has displacement functions that take the form

u - a1+a2x+cs3y

2
V - a7 + c&8 x + a9 y+ a10 x +a11xy+cg12x3

Hence, the matrices [Q] and [k] may be obtained from Eqs (b) and (c)

by eliminating the terms corresponding to a 4 , a5 , and a6 , while the

equation corresponding to Eq. (a) may be written as

U..a1	1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 0 00

1
a2	-	 0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0

1 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 . 0 0	 (---)
b

a7	0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 000

V.
a8	0	 0	 1	 0	 0	

0 0 0 0

I1	 0	 0	 0	 0 0	 0
a9	0 -

0	 0 0 0
a10	 0	 2	 a	 a

a

a	 0	 0 0 0 .	 Vka11	 0	 0	 b

	

2	 0 0 0
a12	 0	 0 -	

a2
a	 a
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APPENDIX C.

DERIVATION OF STIFFNESS MATRICES FOR ELEMENTS R5 AND R6

The formulation of the stiffness matrices for the laminated

elements R5 and R6 is described here for the limiting case of a

rectangular element (Fig. C.l) for which an explicit form of the matrices

may be obtained. The generalization of the elements to the case of a

general quadrilateral can be achieved using a procedure similar to that

described in Appendix A.

Since the element R5 is a special case of the element R6, the

latter will be considered first. The element R6 has the degrees of

freedom u, v, w,	 , - !, and	 , where u, v, and w are translations

parallel to the x, y, and z axes, respectively, of the element. The

element displacement functions take the form

U	 U1 + a2x + U3)? + U4Z)'

V	 a5 + a6x + a7y + ct8x2 + a9xy + a10x3 + a11x2y + a12x3y

2	 2	 3	 2
V	 a13 + aJ,4X + U15y + a16X + a17xY + ay + a19x + a20x y

+	 2	 3	 3	 3
Ct21X + U22)? +	 +

where a1 to a24 are arbitrary coefficients.

The stiffness matrix [k] of the element can be obtained using

(9)
the standard equation

[kJ - ([C] l
) t 

(f f [] [D] [QJ dx dy) [c] -1



= a3b

-3Cl8,3 -

C22,3 -

-1

-

C24,4 -

-1
Cl9,5	

-.1
a

-2
C	 --
8,6	 a

Cl26 -

-2
C108 -

-2
C
20,5	 ab

C	 =
•9,6	 b

1
C2,7	

=

1C235

1C10,6 -

-1C4,7	 -

3,02

The following paragraphs define the matrices appearing in the above

equation.

The matrix [c] relates the nodal parameter vector (S} to the

coefficient vector {ct} according to the equation

{} = [c] {a}

The non-zero terms of the inverse of the matrix [cJ are as follows:

	

-1	 -1	 1C	 - 1.0	 C	 = -	 C	 - -	 C	 - -11	 2,1	 a	 3,1	 b	 4,1	 ab

C52	 - 1.0	 C72	 - -.	
8,2	 ,; -

3
- -l-

ab

-1
Cl7,3 =

3C21,3 =

C15,4 - 1.0

1C22,4 -

1Cl75 -

C6,6	 1.0

2
C	 --
11,6	 ab

3
C8,8	 = -

a

-3C	 1.0	
C16,

	

13,3	 3	 2
a

2	 3C	 --

	

19,3	
C20,3 -

a

-2	 -2
C	 =

	

23,3	 ;•i;	 C24,3 -

-2	 2- -.C•84	
b	

C214	
ab

2-C	 -1.0 C16,5	
a14,5

-3	 2
C	 =
11,8	

Cl2,8 -



C16,9	 2a
1C	 --17,9	 ab

-3
ab

-2C21,10 -

-1C20,11 -

1.C11,12 -

-2C1214 -
ab

-2C23,15 - -•r-ab

1C20,17 -

IC	 --3,19	 b

2C23,9 -

IC24,io

1C23,11 -

-1C12,12 -

-1C17,15 -

-2C24,15 -
ab

-1C2317 -
ab

-1C	 --4,19	 ab

2i2,2o -
ab

-3
- ab

-1C1822 -

1Cu,21 -

-2C2221 -

1C21,22 -

-1C17,23	 -- 2C20,23
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-2	 -3Cl9,9 -	 C20,9 - ;
ç.

	2 	 1-C24,9 - ;;.
	

l7,lO	 a

1	 -1-C16,11 -	 l9,ll	 2a

	

-1	 1C	 --8,12	 a	 lO,lZ -
a

	

1	 3C4,13 -	 11i4 -

	

3	 3C	 -20,15	 :;:	
2iis -

	

-1	 1=	 C24,16 -

	

-1	 1C11,18 -	 C12,18 - :;:

1.C	 --7,20	 b	 ll,2O -
ab

	

3	 -3C	 =18,21	 C20,21 -

	

2	 2C23,21 -	 C2421 =

	

1	 -1C22,22 =	 C24,22 -

	

-1	 1C	 =23,23	 ;;	 C9,24 -

C1124	 -2	 C1224 -
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The rigidity matrix [D] relates the vector of stress resultants

and couples {a} to the vector of strains and curvatures at the reference

surface {c} according to the equation (a) 	 [D] {}, the expanded

form of which has been derived in Chapter 4.

The matrix [Q] relates the vector {} to the coefficient vector

(a) according to the equation

{€) .	 [Q] (a)

By virtue of the prescribed displacement functions, this equation takes

the form

	

.5-;	 al

3v
Q11	 0

3v

	

2	 (a)

---i

2

	

_ j	0	 Q22
9y

2

a2

where

010 y 000 0 0	 0	 0	 0

00 00 00 1 0 x	 0	 x2

0 0 1 x 0 1 0 2x y 3x2 2xy 3x2y
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and

0 0 0 -2 0 0 -6x -2y 0	 0 -6xy 0

{Q22] -	 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0	 0 -2x -6y 0	 -6xy

0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 -4x -l.y 0 -6x2 -6y2

The non-zero terms of the symmetric matrix.

	

[ ]	 If 
1Q]t [DJ tQI dx dy
	

(b)

are as follows:

	

K11 a b	 k33	 R33 a b

-	 1k	 --

	

2,4	 2R11ab2

k ---	 1

	

4,4	 3 (R11ab3+R33a3b)

-.	 1k	 --

	

4,6	 2R33a2b

k27	 112ab

=R ab	7,7	 22

- *R33a3b

1(8 , 8 =	 R33ab

	

1(3,9	 R33ab2

k	 1R33ab2

	

6,9	 2

k39 - 2 R33 a b2

k3,4 -	 R33a2b

k3,6 - R33ab

k66	 R33ab

=	 R12ab2

1(3 , 8 - R33 a b

k63 = R33 a b

1	 2k2,9 =	 R12a b

1221(4,9	 a b (R12 + R33)

= 1	 2
7,9	 •R22a b

1(9,9 =	 (R22a3b+R33ab)
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a3 b- R33

a3 b1(6,10 - R33

k

	

9,10	 2 33 a
3 b2

k2	- 1 R a3b3 12

132
4,1l -	 a b	 12 + 2 R33)

- 'R a3b

	

7,11	 •• 22

- 'R a4b+4R33a2b3

	

9,11	 22

- I R a5 b +
	

a3 b3

	

,11	 5 22

k3	- 1 R a3b2

	

,12	 2 33

k6	- 1 R a3b2

	

,12	 2 33

- 3 R a4b2

	

,12	 4 33

- -2-R a5b2

	

2	 10 33

- 1 R a7b+3	 3

	

,12	 7 22	 -a b

- -	 a b2

9,16 - - T21 a2 b

- - T21 a4 b

-	 R a4b,10	 4 33

"R a4b8,10	 2 33

!	 a5b10,10	 5 33

= 1 R a2b23,11	 2 33

- 1 R a2b26,11	 1 33

- 21( a3b2
8,1].	 33

k	 - . R ab10,11	 4 33

k212	 4qR12a4b

k4,12 =	 a b2 (R12 + 3 1(33)

k	 '1R a4b7,12	 4 22

k	 = 1 R a5b+R33a3b39,12	 5 22

1 R a6 b+'	 4b311,12	 6 22	 1 R33 a

-2T11ab

k7,16	 -2T21ab

k	 =-2T a3b11,16	 21

k1616 = 4	 a b
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3,17	 - 2	 a b	 4,17 = - T33 a2 b

1(6 ,11 = - 2 T33 a b	 k8,17 = - 2 T33 a2 b

	

k9,	 - - T a b2	 - - 2 T33 a3 b

	

17	 33

32

	

11,17	 - T33 a	 112,17 - - T33 a b

	

1(17	 4S ab	 k,18	 2T12ab

	

17	 33	 2

- -	 a b2	k7,18 = - 2	 a b

= - T a2 b	 k11,18	 T22 a3 b

	

18	 22

- I T a4 b	 k16,18 -	 S12 a b

	

1(1218	 2 22

= 4 S a b	 k2,19	 T11 a2 b

	

18	 22

	

1(4,	 -T	 2 2	 -

	

19	 2	 a b	 7,l9 - - 3 T21 a2 b
/

	

k9,19	 - 2 T21 a3 b	 i11,19	 - T21 a4 b

- T21 a5 b	 k16,19 = 6 s11 a2 b

= 6 s12 a2 b	 k19,19 - 12 S11 a3 b

-T ab2	k3,20 - -2T33 a2 b

	

k2,20	 11

- - 4 (T11 a b3 + 2 T33 a3 b) k6,20	 - 2 T33 a2 b

8 T33 a3 b= ----T ab2	 1(8,20	 3

	

15,20	 21
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22k9,20	 - a b G T21 + T33)

ic11,20	
- 4 a3 b2 (T21 + 4 T33)

ic16,20 - 2 S11 a b2

ic18,20 - 2 S12 a

ic20,20 =	 S11 a b3 +	 S33 a b

ic3,21 =	 2T33ab

-2T33ab2

k10,20	 - T33 a4 b

142- - a b (T21 + 6 T33)

17,20	 4 S33 a2 b

=
19,20	 3 S11 a2 b2

=
2,21	 - T12 a2 b

22k4,21 - - a b (4 T12 + T33)
- -T22a2b

- - 2 T33 a2 b2	k9,21	 - . T2 a3 b - T33 a b3

=

	

10,21	 - 2 T33 a3 b2	k11,21 - - 4 T a4 b - i33 a2 b3

2	 5k1221 - 
- ! 

T22 a b - T33 a3 b3 k1621 -. 2 S12 a2 b

=

	

17,21	 S33 a b 2	k18,21	 2 S22 a2 b

Ic	 - 4S12 a3 b	 k

	

19,21	 20,21	 a2 b 2 (S12 + 4 S33)

	

21,21	 a3 b +	 S33 a b3	 2,22	 - 3 TU. a

1(422	 2 T12 a b3	 1(7,22 = - 3 T22 a

T22 a3 b21(9,22	 - j T
22 a	

11,22

i	 6512ab2	k12,22	 - T22 a	 16,22
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k18,22 - 6 22 
a b2

k20,22 - 4 s12 a b3

k22,22 - 12 S22 a b3

"3,23 = -2T33ab

"6,23	 -2T33ab

k8 , 23 - -3T33a4b

18	 5
"10,23 - TT33a b

"12,23 - - a b2 (T21 + 3 T3)

"17,23	 4 S33 a3 b

"19,23 - 6 S11 a3 b2

"21,23 - 2 a3 b2 (S12 + 2 S33)

1C23 , 23	 4 s 1 a3 b3 +	 a b

"3,24 =	 2T33ab

'6,24	 -2T33ab3

"8,24	 - 2 T33 a2 b3

'10,24	 - 2 T33 a3 b3

'19,22 - 9 S12 a2 b2

k21,22	 3 S22 a2 b2

"2,23 - - f T11 a2 b2
"4,23	 - T11 a2 b3 - . T33 a4 b

"7,23	 - L 
T21 a2 b2

1(9 ,23 - - a3 b2 CT21 + T33)

342
"11,23 = -	 b Cr2 + 2 T33)

'16,23 - 3 S11 a2 b2

= 3 S12 a2 b2

"20,23	 2 S11 a2 b3 + 6 S33 a4 b

- 6 S12 a2 b3

'2,24 - - T12 a2 b2

4,24	 - a2 b3 (T12 + T33)

- T22 a2 b2

"9,24 = - T22 a3 b2 - .. T33 a b4

k1124 - - T22 a4 b2 - .. T33 a2 b4
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3	 52 3
abk12,24	 -	 a b -	 a b4 k16,24 -	 s12 2 2

k17,24 - 4 S33 a b3

32
k19,24 - 6S12 a b

32
k ,24 - 2S22 a b + 6 S33 a b4

- 4 a3 b3 (S12 + s33)

22
k18,24 - 3 S22 a b

k	 2 a2 b3 (S12 + 2 S33)
20,24

23

	

k22,24	 6	 a b

	

k24,24	 S22 a3 b3 + 2 S33 a b5

Finally, the stress matrix for thek th lamina can be obtained

from the expression

ol

sJ
[s] -	 I [QI [c']

where	 is the square matrix appearing in Eq. 4.3.

The element R5 has the degrees of freedom u, v, w, -, and -

at each node and has displacement functions that take the form

U	 a1 + a2x + a3y + a4xy

V -
	

+ cz6x + a7y + cx9xy

V	 a13 +	 + a15y + a16X + a17Xy + u18y + a19X + a20x2y

+ cs21xy2 +	 + a23x y + a24xy

Hence, the matrices [QJ and [kJ may be obtained from Eqs (a) and (b) by

eliminating the terms corresponding to a8, and c112, while the

non-zero terms appearing in the inverse of the inatrix [cJ are as follows:
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- -	 = -l,l	 1.0	 C2,1	 -1	 -1	 1

	

a	 C31	 b	 C4•	 ab

	

-1	 -1	 1
C	 =- C	 --C5,2	 - 1.0	 C6,2	 a	 7,2	 b	 8,2	 ab

	

-3	 -1	 -3C	 1.0	
C12,	

-	 C9,3	 3	 2	 13,3	 ab	 C14,3 -
a

2	 3	 3	 2C 15,3	 3	 C•63	
=	

C17,3	 C18,3
a

-2	 -2	 -1C	 - -
19,3	 C20,3	 C11,'	 o	 C13,4	

a

-2	 2	 1	 -1C17,4 -	 C18,4 -	 C204 =

2	 1	 -1= -C10,5 - - 1.0	 C12,5	 a	 l3,5 -	 C15,5 -
a

-2	 1	 1	 -1C16,5	 C19,5 = -i-	 C2,6	 =	 C4,6	 =

1	 -1	 3	 1- -C67	 -	 C8,7	 ab	 C•28 -	 C38	 aba

-2	 -3	 -3	 2C158 =	 C16,8 - --	 C17,8 - - i C19,8 - -r

2	 1	 -2	 1= -C208 -	 l3,9	 a	 ll,9 -	 2O,9 -
ab

0

1	 -1	 -1	 1-C12,10 =	 l5,lO	 2a	
C16,10 -	 C1910 =

1	 1	 -1	 3C4,11 =	 C8,12 -	 C13,13 -	 C16,13 -

3	 -2	 -2	 -1C17,13 = -i	 C1913 - -r-	 C20,13 - -s	 C17,14 -
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ICzo,14 -

-1C4,16 -

3C14,18 -

C19,18

C18,19 -

1Cl6,15	 ii;

1C7,17 -

-3C16,18

2C2018 -
ab

C20,19 -

1-C19,15	 -•••	 C3]6	 b

-	 C	 - ..i.17	 ab	 13,18	 ab

C17,18 - ;i	 1818 - b3

1C14,19 -	 ll,l9 - a

i3,2o - -1
	

C16,20 - 2

-1C19,20 -
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APPENDIX D.

DERIVATION OF FORMULAE FOR ESTIMATING EFFECTIVE FLANGE

BREADTRS OF PROPPED CANTILEVER

In this appendix it is shown how values of stress effective breadth

ratios for a propped cantilever may be estimated from those for simply

supported girders (Table 5.7). The techniques illustrated by these

examples could be used to estimate effective breadth ratios for girders

having any support condition.

D.l	 PROPPED CANTILEVER UNDER UNIFORM LOAD

Consider a propped cantilever subjected to the action of a uniform

load along its length 	 (Fig. D.l(a)).

D.l.l Effective breadth ratio at mid—span

The portion BE of the propped cantilever between the point of

contraflexure and the pinned support may be considered as a simply support-

ed girder (Fig. D.l(b)). The effective breadth ratio at the point midway

between B and E,	 could thus be found from

where	 is the effective breadth ratio at D'.

However, the values of stress effective breadth ratios over the central

half span of a uniformly loaded simply supported girder are practically

constant (see Figs 5.9 and 5.10), and therefore it can be assumed that

the effective brcadth ratio at the mid —span of the propped cantilever,

is given by
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D.l.2 Effective breadth ratio at clamped support

It can be seen from Figs Dl(c) and (d) that the bending moment

at the position of the clamped support, NA, could be considered equal to

the sum of the moments at A" and A"' ( NA,,, MA,,,). Therefore it follows

from the rule for superposition of effective breadth ratios (Appendix E)

that

MA	 MA,,	 MA,,,
- - +

where 
'IA' IA" and
	 are the effective breadth ratios at A, A", and

A" respectively. Writing the bending moments in the above equation in

terms of the applied load and solving for the effective breadth ratio at

the clamped support of the propped cantilever, 
A' 

gives

1
'p = ______
A	 5	 1

4'VAIt	 4'A"

D.2	 PROPPED CANTILEVER UNDER !°' LOAD

Consider a propped cantilever subjected to the action of a point

load at its mid-span	 (Fig. D.2(a)).

D.2.l Effective breadth ratio at mid-span

The portion BD of the propped cantilever between the point of

contraflexure and the pinned support may be considered as a simply support-

ed girder (Fig. D.2(b)). Therefore the effective breadth ratio at the mid-

span of the propped cantilever, '' is given by
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-

where	 is the effective breadth ratio at C' and can be found using

Eq. 1 in Fig. 5.7.

D.2.2 EffectIve breadth ratio at clamped support

It can be seen from Figs D.2(c) and (d) that the bending moment

at the position of the clamped support, MA, could be considered equal to

the bending moment at A" (MAt,). Therefore the effective breadth ratio at

the clamped support of the propped cantilever, 
A' 

is given by

where 
'IA" 

is the effective breadth ratio at A".
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APPENDIX E.

DERIVATION OF FORMULA FOR ESTIMATING EFFECTIVE FLANGE BREADTRS

OF BOX GIRDER BRIDGES SUBJECTED TO CO14BI1ED LOD SYSTEMS

In this appendix an expression is derived for the stress effective

breadth ratio associated with a combination of load systems in terms of

the effective breadth ratios associated with each load system.

Consider a, 
°W2''•'•'0 

to be longitudinal stress components in

a web, at the level of the mid —plane of the flange plate, due to a load

systems acting independently. Assuming that linear elastic theory applies,

the longitudinal stress component 
a 

that would exist at the point being•

considered when the loads act simultaneously is given by

°Wl + °W2	 0Wn	
(a)

From the definition of stress effective breadth (Section 5.2), Eq. (a)

can be written in the form

dy	
1B0 

dy	
1B0 

dy	
fB0 dy

o x	 - o xl	 +	 +•...+	 (b)
2	 a

where, for the section being considered, 	 is the longitudinal extensional

stress component at a point y within the breadth B of the flange, when the

load systems act simultaneously; °xl' 0x2'''0xn are the longitudinal

extensional stress components at the same point y, when each load system

acts independently; ! is the effective breadth ratio associated with the

combined load system; and l'	
are the effective breadth ratios

associated with each load system.
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Eq. (b) can be rearranged to give

fBa dy
ox

B	 (c)

I a dy	
jBy 

dy	
JB, dy

__________	
o x2	 o xn

•	
+...+

n

which can then be written in the form

KM
KMK1N1 	K2M2 •••
	 n a

+

where, for the section being considered, M is the longitudinal bending

moment due to the load systems acting simultaneously; M1 , M2 ,....,M are

the longitudinal bending moments due to each load system acting independ-

ently; and K, K1 , K2 ,....,K are constants determined by the geometry of

the section and the distribution of longitudinal stress across the flange.

If it is assumed that the contribution of the stresses in the webs

to the internal moment at the section can be neglected, and if the

position of the neutral axis at the section is the same for each load

system, Eq. (d) can be reduced to

14
14
n

Ic +
	 +....+ 11•

n

For practical box girder bridges, the error involved in using

Eq. (e) should be generally small. To demonstrate the magnitude of the

error that can be involved, the box girder bridges described in Sub-

section 5.4.3 were subjected to a combination of a uniform load over the

(d)

(e)
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length of each web and a point load over each web at the mid-span. The

two types of load were selected to give equal bending moments at the mid-

span. In each case, the effective breadth value obtained from Eq. (e) in

conjunction with the values given in Table 5.6, and the value obtained

from the finite element analysis for the combined load system, differed

by less than 3.0 per cent.
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Table 3.2. Effect of element aspect ratio on
displacements at mid-span of simply
supported box girders (cross-sections
as in Fig. 3.4.) w,ith girders under
point load over each web at mid-span

wE - WTB
Length	 Aspect X 100

of	 ratio of	
wETB

girder	 elements	 R 23	 0 33	 Q 43

4D	 05	 -3.5	 -31

8D	 10	 -102	 -27	 -14

16D	 20	 -299	 -2•6	 -1.1

32D	 4•O	 -62•6	 -2•6	 -11

64D	 80	 -870	 -26	 -10

Notes:

i. w T8 includes a shear correction

2. The girders were analysed using an BxIxl mesh

Table 3.3. Skewed single cell box girder:
Comparison of maximum displacements
at free end of girder for different mesh
types with girder under point load over
each web at free end

Displacement in terms of (P1 ED)x IO
Totalnumber _______________________________ ________________________________

	

of nOdeS	 Mesh type I	 Mesh type 2
used in

	

kleaftzation	 Q33	 Q43	 T33,. Q33 T43, Q43

12	 59•7	 644	 54.5	 65•O

20	 635	 65•1	 641	 656

36	 65.0	 65•5	 657	 660
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Table 5.1. Centre line dimensions, wall thicknesses and
stiffener details of cross-sections shown in
FIg. 5.2

Cross-section	 B	 D	 t1	 t	 Details of
numbers	 (feet)	 (feet) (inches) (inches) 	 Stiffeners

	

1	 16	 6	 -

2	 6	 6	 1	 1	 -
1

3	 6	 12	 1	 -
I4	 6	 6	 1	 -	 -
15	 6	 6	 1	 -	 -
I6	 6	 3	 1	 -	 -
I7	 6	 6	 2	 --	 -

	

1	 18	 6	 6	 4inx1infIatsQincic

	

1	 1
9	 6	 6	 -	 1	 4 in*lin flats t) g in dc

	

1	 110	 6	 6	 4inx1inf)ats9inc!c

	

I	 I	 I	 I
11	 6	 6	 -	 4inx9nflats © gin c/c

	

I	 I	 4irpciin flats	 g in dc12	 6	 6	 -	 1

	

1	 113	 6	 6	 -	 4inx1inflats9incIc
I

	

2	 flats Qinc/c14	 6	 6

	

1	 1	 4inx1infIats9inc/c15	 6	 24

	

1	 116	 6	 6	 -	 4inxiinflats g in cic
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Table 5.2. Effect of properties of web material
on effective breadth ratios at mid-span
for simply supported box girders
(cross-section 8)

(1) Uniform load over length of each web

Stress effective breadth	 Deflexion effective breadth

	

D - B	 ratios	 ratios

L	 L	 (b)	 (a)	 (b)

	

005	 0•97	 097	 093	 0•93

	

0•20	 0•67	 0-67	 062	 066

	

040	 035	 O•35	 033	 057

(2) Point load over each web at mid-span

	Stress effective breadth	 Defexion effective breadth
D	 B	 rat los	 rat los

	

Li..	 (a)	 (b)	 (a)	 (b)

	

005	 075	 0-75	 092	 0•92

	

0-20	 0•40	 036	 060	 065

	

0-40	 0•23	 020	 032	 0.55

Note: The web material was assumed to be isotropic (E = 30 x io6 Ibf ! jfl2 V :0-3) except
i the case of column(b) for which the extensional properties were assumed to have the
fouowrng values:	 -

E = 30 'x 106 Ibtlio2 E = Olbt/1n2	G : sotbUin2 Vy zO

where the direct ions z and y refer to the longitudina' and transverse
directions of the web respectively.
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Table 5.3. Comparison of stress effective breadth
ratios at mid-span for simply supported
box girders (cross-sections 1 and 8)
obtained using various methods

(1) Uniform load over length of each web

Effective breadth ratios according to

1.	 Finite etement	 Kondo et at	 Schade

	005	 098	 098	 098

	

00 0•1O	 095	 093	 094

	

020	 0•81	 077	 082

	

040	 0•50	 048	 O4Q

	

005	 0.97	 096

	

0 . 10	 089	 087	 Solution not
applicable

	

020	 067	 064

	

040	 035	 036

(2) Point food over each web at mid-span

Effective breadth ratios according to

L	 Finite element	 Kondo et	 at	 Schade

005	 083	 083	 069

010	 071	 0•71	 0•75
0•0

0•20	 0•53	 055	 056

040	 033	 0•37	 0•34

005	 075	 078

0•10	 059	 063	 Solution not

0•20	 040	 O•46	 applicabte

040	 023	 029
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Table 5.4. Effect of varying flange to web areas on
stress effective breadth ratios for simply
supported box girders (cross-sections 1 tolO)
with point load over each web at mid-
span

B	 Effective breadth ratos at mid-span Effective breadth ratios at quarter-span
a-- ________ 

f or	 ________ ________ rorj3 =

_____ _____	 20	 40	 8-0	 2-0	 4-0 -	 8-0

	

005 0'83	 080	 0-77	 100	 1-CO	 1-00

	

0 .0 020 O • 53	 049	 0-46	 0-97	 098- 0.99

	

040 033	 0-30	 028	 061	 0-63	 0-65 -

	

005 0-78	 0-75	 0-72	 1-00	 1-CO	 1-00

	

10 0-20 0-44	 0-40	 0-37	 0-61	 0-64	 0-86

0-40	 0-24	 0-23	 0•21	 0-42	 O•44	 0-46

Table 5.5. Effect of varying flange to web areas on
stress effective breadth ratios at mid-
span for simply supported twin box girder
bridges (cross-sections 13 to 15) with point
load over each web at mid-span

luBj.l 2B	 2B	 2B	 1f'B_.'j

cid	 I	 I
B	 EHective breadth ratios for flange in region of _________________
-	 a with :	 b with =	 - C with :	 d with z
L	 20	 8-0	 2-0	 BC	 2-0	 8-0	 20	 8.0

005 077 067 080 0-71	 0-80 071	 0 -80 0-70

0-20 040 0-34 0•45 0-38 045 038 0-45 0-38

0-40 0-21	 0-18	 0-25 022	 0-25 0-22	 0-25 0•22
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Table 5.6. Stress effective breadth ratios at mid -
span for simply supported box girder
bridges of various cross-sectional shapes

t!I!i 
28	 28	 2B

Ic	 I	 I	 I	 Cross-section no. 13

(1) Uniform load over length of each web

Effectivebreadth ratios for flange in region of ________
fL a 	 b	 c	 d	 e	 ______
0-05	 0-94	 0-96	 0-96	 096	 097	 0-97
0 . 20	 062	 0-70	 0-10	 069	 067	 0-67
040	 0-30	 0-37	 0-37	 0-36	 0-35	 0-35

(2) Point load over each web at mid-span
Effective breadth ratios for flange in region o _________

____	 a	 b	 c	 d	 e	 f
0-05	 0-67	 0-71	 0-71	 0-70	 0-74	 0-74
0-20	 0-34	 0-38	 0-38	 0-38	 0-40	 0-40
0-40	 0-18	 0-22	 0-22	 0-22	 0-23	 0-23

LT+B	 28

ajb cjd 

e I t	 I 8T8T91 Cross-section no. 16LhIi j 	 ___

(i) Uniform load over length of each web

B/	 _____ Effective_breadth ratios for flange in region of
7L	 a	 b	 C	 d	 e	 1	 g	 h ___ j

0-05 0-92 0-98 0-99 099 0-98 0-97 0-98 0-99 0-99 0-98
0-20	 0-57 0-89 0-92 0-92 0-89 0-66 0-89 0-94 0-94 0-89
0-40	 0-28 067 0-70 0-70 0-66 0-34 0-67 0-72 0-72 0-67

(2) Point_load_over_each_web_at_mid-sp
_____ Effect ye breadth ratios for fla,

_____ a	 b	 C	 d	 e I

	

0-05	 0-72 0-83 0-87 0-88 0-63 075

	

- 0-20	 0-33 0-56 0-62 0-62 0-58 0-39

	

0-40	 0-19 0-39 0-41 041 0-39 0-22

n
e in_region_of	 _____
__	 P1	 I.	 i

0-86 0-93 0-93 0-86
059 065 065 0-59
0-40 0-44 0-44 0-40
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Table 5.7 Effective breadth ratios of simply supported
box girders (cross-sections 4 and 8)

(i) Uniform load over length of each web

	

B	 Stress effective breadth 	 Deflexon effective breadth -
a	 -.	 ratios	 ratios

______ ______	 1/2 span	 1/4 span	 112 span	 114 span

	

0	 1-00	 1-00	 •	 1 .00	 1-00

	

0-05	 0-98	 0.98	 098	 0-98

	

0-10	 0-95	 0-93	 0-94	 0-84

	

0-20	 0-81	 0-77	 0-79	 0.79

	

0-30	 0.65	 0-60	 0.63	 0-62

	

0-40	 0-50	 046	 0-48	 0-47

	

0-50	 0-38	 0-36	 038	 037

	

0-60	 0-29	 0.28	 0-31	 0-30

	

0-80	 0-20	 0-19	 021	 0.20

	

1-00	 0-16	 0-15	 0-17	 0-16

	

0	 1-00	 1-00	 1-00	 1-00

	

0-05	 0-97	 0-96	 0-93	 0-92

	

0-10	 0-89	 0-86	 084	 0-84

	

0-20	 067	 0-62	 0-62	 0.62

	

030	 0-48	 044	 0-45	 0-44

	

0-40	 0-35	 0-32	 0-33	 0-33

	

0-50	 0-27	 0-25	 0-26	 0-25

	

0-60	 022	 0-20	 0-21	 0-20

	

0-80	 0-16	 0-15	 0-16	 0-16

	

1.00	 0-12	 0•11	 0.12	 0-12

(2) Point load over each web at mid-span

B	 Stress effective breadth -	 Deflexion effective breadth
a	 ratios	 ratios

______ _______	 1/2 span	 114 span -	 1/2 span	 1/4 span

o	 i-oo	 1-00	 1-00	 1-00
0-05	 0-80	 1-00	 0-98	 0-98
0-10	 0-67	 1-00	 0-93	 0-94
0-20	 049	 0-98	 0-77	 0-80
030	 0-38	 0-82	 0-61	 063
040	 0-30	 063	 0-47	 0-49
050	 0-24	 0-47	 0-37	 0-38
0-60	 0-19	 0-36	 0-30	 0-31
0-80	 0-14	 023	 0-21	 0-22
1 .00	 0-12	 0-19	 0-16	 0-17

o	 i-oo	 1-00	 1-00	 1OO
005	 0-75	 1-00	 0-92	 0-93
0-10	 0-59	 0-99	 0-83	 0-85
0-20	 0-40	 0-84	 0-SO	 0-63
0-30	 0-30	 0-61	 0-43	 0-45

"	 0-40	 023	 044	 0-32	 033
0-50	 0-18	 033	 025	 0-26
0-60	 0-14	 0-26	 0-21	 0-22
0-80	 0-10	 0-18	 0-16	 0-17
1-00	 0-08	 0-14	 0-12	 0-13
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Table 5.8. Stress effective breadth ratios at point
of application of load for simply supported
box girders (cross-section 4 and 8) under
point loads at various positions

B	 Effective breadth ratios at	 _____________
a	 1/8 span	 1/4 span	 3/ span	 1/2 span

0-05 0.62* (O.62)t 073 (0-72) 077 (0-77) 0-60 (0-80)

0 . 0 0-20 0-28 (030) 0-40 (0-40) 047 (046) 049 (0-49)

040	 0-23 (0-23) 026 (027) 030 (0-30)

0-05 0-55 (055) 069 (0-67) 073 (0-73) 0-75 (0•75)

1 -0 0-20 0-22 (0-25) 033 (0-33) 0-38 (0-36) 0-40 (040)

•	 040	 0-18 (0•18) 0. 21 (0-20) 0-23 (0-23)

I Value given by finite element analysis

Value given by formula no.1. in Fig. 5.7.
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Table 5.9. Stress effective breadth ratios for fixed
ended box girder bridges with curtailed
middle web (cross-section 12 over end
quarter spans)

(lYUniform load over length of each outer web

* Effective breadth ratios at mid-span Effective breadth ratios at supports

L	 no	 curtailed web curtailed web	 no	 curtailed web curtailed web
- curtailed web no diaphragm and diaphragm curtailed web no diaphragm and diaphragm

005 OQ1	 0.91	 092	 050(068)t	 050	 0•59

0•20 040	 040	 041	 017 (032)	 020	 O•28

(2) Point load over each web at mid-span

t 'Effective breadth ratios at mid-span Effective breadth ratios at supports
no	 curtailed web curtailed web 	 no	 curtailed web curtailed web

- curtailed web no diaphragm and diaphragm curtailed web no diaphragm and diaphragm

005 059	 059	 0.60 059 (075)	 0•59	 069

020 0•23	 0•23	 024 022 (0'40)	 024	 036

* B taken as halt the distance between web centre lines at the mid-span

t Values for O•5 /L
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Table 6.1. Details of shear connexions between concrete
slab and steel plate of girders having cross-
sections shown in Fig. 6.1

Ratio of slip modulus

Shear connexion	 k (Ibf/ifl	 of connectors over web

j	 /	 to total slip modulus
of connectors

C	 100 x 1014

Ii	 1-12 x 106	 1

12	 112 x 10

13	 1-12x 106	 4
I

14	 112 x 106

15	 1•68x 106
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Table 62. Effect of shear connector flexibility on
maximum deflexions and maximum longitudinal
plate stresses, slab stresses, and connector
forces of simply supported tee and
box girders

(1) Uniform load over length of each web

B Wy___ ____ ____ ____ ____	 ____

Tee girder Box girdel Tee girder Box girde Tee girder Box girdei Tee girdel Box girde

005	 1-01	 lO1	 096	 097 1•04	 105	 025	 025

0 •20	 1-10	 1.09	 0-67	 0-86 126	 1-28	 023	 0.24

(2) Point load over each web at mid-span

W14/ ____ ____ ____ ____ F14/____

Tee girder Box girder Tee girder Box girder Tee girder Box girder Tee girder Box girder

	0-05	 101	 101	 093 0-92	 1-13	 1•15	 025	 025

	

0-20	 1 . 11	 1-10	 079 077	 F40	 143 025 025

Table 6.3. Effect of shear connector flexibility and
distribution on deflexions at centre of
simply supported tee girders

(1) Uniform load over length of web

B	 _________ W1/y for shear connexion:
L	 Ii	 12	 13	 14	 15

005	 100	 100	 101	 101	 101

020	 102	 103	 105	 1•10	 1.08

(2) Point load over web at mid-span

B	 WI/w for shear connexion:
L	 Ii	 12	 13	 14	 15

005	 1•00	 100	 1-Cl	 1•01	 101

0•20	 1-02	 103	 1-05	 1-11	 109
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Table 6.4. Effect of shear connector flexibility and
distribution on longitudinal stresses in
mid-plane of concrete slab at centre of
simply supported tee girders

(1) Uniform load over length of web

B	 for shear connexion:

L	 Ii	 ______	 13.	 14	 15

005	 1•00	 099	 0.99	 0•98	 098

0 . 20	 0•96	 0.95	 0•93	 0•87	 089

(2) Point load over web at mid-span

B	 for shear connexion:
I..	 12	 13	 ________	 15

0•05	 0•98	 097	 096	 093	 0•94

020	 0•92	 090	 086	 0•79	 082

Table 6.5. Effect of shear connector flexibility and
distribution on longitudinal stresses in
mid-plane of steeT plate at centre of
simply supported tee girders

(1) Uniform load over length of web

for shear connexion:
L.	 Ii	 12	 1.3 1:- 14	 15

O • 05	 101	 F02	 103	 F04	 103

020	 107	 F08	 113	 126	 1•22

(2) Point load over web at mid-span

	

a	 for shear connexion:

	

L	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15

	

005	 107	 1.08	 MO	 113	 111

	

0•20	 1.14	 1•16	 123	 F40	 135
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Table 6.6. Effect of shear connector flexibility and
distribution on stress effective breadth
ratios for concrete slab at mid-span of
simply supported tee girders

(1)Uniform load over length of web

B	 91 for shear connexion:
L	 C	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15

0-05	 098	 098	 098	 0•96	 0•99	 0'99
020	 081	 0'81	 084	 0.86	 090	 0'89

(2) Point toad over web at mid-span

B	 41 for shear connexion:
t	 c	 ii f12	 13	 14	 15

005	 085	 085	 086	 087	 089	 088
020	 053	 053	 0'54	 056	 059	 0.59

Note: In determining the values of 41 given in this table, the value of the
stress in the middle plane of the concrete slab above the web of the
girders was used as the base stress (see Section 5.2).

Table 6.7. Effect of shear connector flexibility and
distribution on stress effective breadth
ratios for steel plate at mid-span of
simply supported tee girders

(1) Uniform load over web at mid-span

B	 i _________ 91 for shear connexion:
L	 C	 Ii	 12	 13	 14	 15

0-05	 098	 0-97	 096	 0-96	 0-96	 0-96
020__L_0-80	 0-79	 0-76	 0-72	 0-67	 0-68

(2) Point load over web at mid-span

B	 ________ 41 for shear connexion:
L	 c	 Il	 12	 13	 14	 15

005	 083	 0-82	 0-81	 0-81	 0-80	 0-80
0-20	 052	 0-51	 0-48	 046	 0-44	 0-44
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Start

Data Processor

Assembly Processor

Restraint Processor

Solution Processor

.Stress Processor

Output Processor

Stop

Fig. 2.1. Simplified f(ow diagram for an
analysis by ICSAS.
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Fig. 2.4. Curved slab bridge model.
Central longitudinal deflexion profile
for model under dead load
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H

Subdivision into trianqular elements (nodal valueS obtained
by averaging centroidal values of element, adjacent to nodes)

- Subdivision into quadrilateral elements (nodal averages)

+ 
Extrapolated values based on cubk variation of My along
the circumferential direction (or subdivision intr 'riangular si.mcnt

O Experimental values

Fig. 2.5. Curved slab bridge model.
Distribution of longitudinal bending moments
along centre line for model under dead load
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Subdivision into triangular elements (nodal valuea obtained by
averaging centroidal values of elements adjacent to nOdeS)

- SubdiviSion Into fivadrilateral elements (nodal averages)
+ Extrapolated vaiue$ based on cubic variation of Mx along

the circuml-rential direction for subdiviSion into triangular elements
o Experimen,ai valueS

Fig. 2.6. Curved slab bridge model.
Distribution of transverse bending moments
across section AA for model under dead load

Subdivision into triangular elements (nodal valuES obtaIned by
averaging centro.dal valueS of elaments adjacent to nodes)

g q	 - Subdivision into Quadrilateral elements (nodal averages)
+ ExtrOolated values based on cubic varIation of My along

the circiainforenusl direction for Subdivision into triangular elements

0 Experimental values

0	 a
J
	 K

Fig. 2.7. Curved slab bridge model.
Distribution of longitudInal bending moments
across section AA for model under dead load
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T: ;ZTZ
Material proprtles:
Slab	 E 2• 45 X1Oelbf,Ifl2VO.22	 incheS
Beams C 260x lO6lbflln2

1466

HII I	 iT
40	 4•0	 40

	

0	 2

	

I	 •	 I

Inch.,
Section of bridge

90•5

Section of steel beam

Fig. 2.8. Straight composite beam and slab bridge model.
Details of model and loading

320

Poiition of SOlbf point load
— Roller Support
aPin Support

PlI n

Inches
(a) Subdivision or deck into elements

r

133 41O ____4O	 41.Oj3t	 =40 _1_:40rj.

Inches
(b) Position of nodes in cross-section

Fig 2.9. Straight composite beam and slab bridge model
Finite element idealization
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Fig. 2.10. Straight composite beam and slab bridge model.
Transverse deflexion profile at mid-span for
model under eccentric point load at mid-span

FIg. 2.11. Straight composite beam and slab bridge model.
Distribution of longitudinal stresses in top
surface of slab at mid-span for model under
eccentric point load at mid-span

- rmlt. Clement Solution (nodal av.raQ.1)
and finit, difference Solution

0 Exp.rlm.ntal values
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Fig. 2.12. Straight composite beam and slab bridge model.
Distribution of transverse stresses in top surface
of slab at mid-span for model under eccentric
point load at mid-span
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Fig.3.1. Basic rectangular shell element
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Fig. 3.3. Discretizat ion of a skewed region using
triangular and rectangular elements-
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(a) Dimensions of girdet

(b) Loading on girder at mid-span

Fig. 3.4. Straight single cell box girder.
Details of girder(v=O•2) and loading

mesh divisions	 liii

Fig. 3.5. Straight single cell box girder.
Finite element idealization
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(a) Distribution of longitudinal extensional stresses

(b) Distribution of transverse tiexural stresses

- - - Solution using element 033 with B mesh divisions over length
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For (b) nodal values were averaged where appropriate.)

Solution using element 043 with 6 mesh divisions over length
of model (nodal values were averaged where appropriate)
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Fig. 3.17. Curved sing'e cell box girder bridge model.
Distribution of stresses at centre cross-
section for model under eccentric point
load at mid-span
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Fig. 4.1. Cross-section of typical composite
box girder bridge

Fig. 4.2. LamInated shell element
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0	 50
I	 I

Component details:	 inches

Concrete slab	 E: 33 x 106 lbf I in 2 V = 0•2

Steel beam	 E: 300 x io6 lbf/1n 2 Area = 13•0 in2 I = 316 76 in4

Shear connectors	 4x in headed Studs in pairs at 14in centres

Note:

The bond between the concrete and steel was broken by
applying a load to the beam before testing.

Fig. 4.10. Straight composite beam model.
Details of model and loading

4
•.ts1 4—..

\coincident

	

I	 nodes

	

J	 0	 20
I	 i

inches

(b) Position of nodes in cross-section

Fig. 4.11. Straight composite beam model.
Finite element idealization
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- - -

-	 Finite element and finite differe1ce solutions assuming
complete interaction

______ Finite element ad finite difference solutions allowing
for Slip (K per stud : O • 672 x 106 IbI/in)

Fig. 4.12. Straight composite beam model.
Central longitudinal deflexion profile
for model under central point load

W	 Note:
0

	

	 A movement of the slab to the right
relative to the beam has been designated

) as a positive slip

(VI

0

C

U)
	 0

0

00

Finite element Solution k5 per stud
Finite difference solution J 0672 X 106 lbf I In

0 Experimental values

Fig. 4.13. Straight composite beam model.
Longitudinal slip profile for model
under central point load
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+1
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cC
slab

of
slab

-4

(a) Distribution of longitudinal strains across

mid-plane of slab

top of
slab

slab-beam
interface

bottom of
beam

Strain Cx 106)

(b) Distribution of longitudinal strains down centre

plane of slab and beam

_____ Finite element solution 1
S assuming complete interaction

Finite difference solution J

- .	 Finite element and finite difference Solutions allowing for
slip ( K s per stud 0672 x i06 lbf/in)

Fig. 4.14. Straight composite beam model.
Distribution of strains at centre cross-section
for model under central point load
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in patch load	 1

__________ 0•	 I_1
___	 _ I
1	 1 -+-1-"h

L+4+_i 1•

01IL

21 4 I 4	 4 I 4 I2I4 I 4 14 I	 6

40

0	 10
slip gauges	

Inches
x Shear connectors (alt quadrants

have identical arrangement)

Component details:
concrete Slab	 E: 58 x 106 lbf jin 2 V = 015 t: 20 in
Steel plate	 E:30.4xlO6lbf/in2 V3O30 t zOiB3in
shear connectors	 headed studs

Note: The bond between the concrete slab and steel
plate was broken by applying a load before testing.

Fig .4.15. Square composite plate model.
Details of model and loading
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Ty	
0

____ mesh lines
	 inches

•	 linkage elements (K	 llllbfIin per element)

Fig. 4.16. Square composite plate model.
Finite element idealization
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8 equal
mesh

divisior

-

It	 IiH
81OX:8O3C

Fig 5.3. Idealization of flange o1 simply supported
single cell box girder showing mesh grading
in region of mid - span

cx/cxy
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-CO.6
4-,
0
0
(I
C-

04

>
-I-,
C.)

O2

-	 Stress effective breadth ratios for uniform load case
-	 Deflex ion effective breadth ratios for uniform load case

- - • - - -.- Deflexion effective breadth ratios for point load case
Stress effective breadth ratios for point load case

0	 0
	

0
Stiffening factor (ci)

Fig. 5.4. Variation of effective breadth ratios at
mid-span with stiffening factor for
simply supported box girders
(B/L :02, cross-sections 1,8 and 11)
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Be1Be2	 Be3 Be2s

s-Be4- '.. ..s-Be4.0

H2 + B2H

Fig. 5.5. Bridge cross-sections showing breadth of
flange associated with each web for
purpose of estimating effective breadths
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Loaded length !span

Fig. 5.6 Variation of stress effective breadth
ratios at mid-span with length of
uniform load over each web for
simply supported box girders (cross-
section 8)
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Area :70 .0 in2

(a) Tee girder

_____	

F'	
144

•...	 :.

'K'I

a.. .:1 m

1TT
I
U	 Cl

i_Il
2

'nI

(b) Box girder

Dimensions are in Inches

Fig. 6.1. Cross-sections of girders used in incomplete
interaction parametric study

Fig. 6.2.Subdivision of composite girder flange
into elements
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(a) B/L:0•05

(b) B/L:O.20

Curve I : Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for uniform load case
Curve2: Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for point load case
Curve3: Longitudinal forces at support section for uniform load case
Curve4: Longitudinal forces at support section for point load case
Curve 5: Proposed design curve for longitudinal forces
Curve 6: Transverse forces at quarter-span section for uniform load case
Curvel: Transverse forces at quarter-span Section for point load case

Fig. 6.3. Variation of shear connector forces with position
across flange of simply supported tee girders
having shear connexion 12
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Curve 1: Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for uniform load case
Curve 2: Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for point load case
Curve 3 Longitudinal forces at Support Section for uniform load case
Curve 4 : Longitudinal forces at support section for poirrt load case
Curve 5 Proposed design curve for longitudinal forces
Curve 6 : Transverse forces at quarter- span section for uniform load case
Curve 7 : Transverse forces at quarter- span section f or point load case

Fig.6.4. Variation of shear connector forces with position
across flange of simply supported tee girders
having shear connexion I 3
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Curve 1: Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for uniform load case
Curve 2: Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for point load case
Curve 3: Longitudinal forces at Support section for uniform load case

Curve 4 : Longitudinal forces at support section for point load case
Curve 5: Proposed design curve for longitudinal forces

Curve 6 : Transverse forces at quarter-span section for uniform load case

Curve 7 Transverse forces at quarter-span section for point load case

Fig. 6.5. Variation of shear connector forces with position
across flange of simply supported tee girders
having shear connexion 14
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Curve I : Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for uniform load case
Curve 2: Longitudinal forces at quarter-span section for point load case
Curve 3: Longitudinal forces at support section for uniform load case
Curve4 : Longitudinal forces at support section for point load case
Curve5 : Proposed design curve for longitudinal forces
Curve 6 : Thansverse forces at quarter- span section for uniform load case
Curve 7 Transverse forces at quarter-span section for point load case

Fig. 6.6. Variation of shear connector forces with position
across flange of simply supported tee girders
having shear connexion 15
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Fig. 6. 7. Curve for estimating value of A to be
used in equation describing distribution
of longitudinal connector forces across
composite girder flanges
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Fig. B.1. Triangular element

Fig. C.1. Rectangular element
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________________________
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shearing force: -	 I

,—total uniform load:

/	 shearing force:
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Fig. D.1. Represerttation of propped cantilever under
uniform load as simply supported girders
for purpose of estimating effective breadths
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Fig. D.2. Representhtion of propped cantilever under
point load as simply supported girders for
purpose of estimating effective breadths
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